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Report on World Wide Best Practices  

in Legislation, Regulatory Regimes and Incentives. 

 

FOREWORD 

 

This report aims to address 3 issues: 

 

First issue: Description of best practices in regulation of the audiovisual sector. 

Second issue: Comments and recommendations on the Protocol on cultural 

cooperation signed by the European Union and CARIFORUM on 18 

October 2008 aiming to launch a cultural cooperation between the two 

regions with a special emphasis on co-production; 

Third issue: The compilation of a database of all professional and human resources 

related to the audiovisual sector in Caribbean countries. 

On the first point, any identification of best regulatory practices in the audiovisual 

sector inevitably invites reference to the European audiovisual model1 

In the absence of significant practices in the rest of the world (except for Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand), and to address the interest expressed by CARIFORUM 

stakeholders to have accurate information on the development of the audiovisual 

sector in emerging countries, information has been collected on selected countries of 

the South and indications on the existence of regulation have been included where 

possible2 

                                       

 

1
 See "Existe-t-il un modèle audiovisuel européen?", Yvon  Thiec, Frédéric Sojcher, P.J. Benghozi (Ouvrage 

collectif)L'Harmattan, Paris, 2003. 
2
 All experts committed to analyze the development of audiovisual economics in South are almost deploring the 

lack of information on the legal framework, see: 

- Dr. Verena Wiedemann, ARD (German Public Service Broadcaster) Head of European Public Affairs, 

“Promoting Creative Industries: Public Policies Fostering Film, Music and Broadcasting" (UNCTAD XI, High-

Level Panel on Creative Industries and Development, 13 June 2004)  
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This report addresses the need for Caribbean sector to regulate in order to maximize 

the assets of the audiovisual industry.  This report advocates that national public 

policies in CARIFORUM countries need to seriously consider regulating the 

audiovisual sector.  This industry cannot be driven by market forces alone. 

The United Nations has recognized the cultural and economic importance of 

audiovisual services 

"Audiovisual services, like other cultural industries, have a significance that transcends their 

economic value. Experts agreed that audiovisual services were a nation-building instrument 

that ensured due respect for cultural diversity, traditions, national values and heritage. 

Audiovisual services contribute to the dialogue among cultures that is the basis for long-lasting 

peace and sustainable human development. They are a means of education, delivering ideas 

and raising consciousness about public goods. In addition to their primary importance as a 

carrier of culture, audiovisual services have become increasingly important for economic 

development, especially in terms of generating employment and wealth, and are creating 

opportunities for economic diversification into nontraditional sectors; in other words, they are a 

pillar of the new economy. Audiovisual services would also seem to be relevant for 

international trade, since they help promote the image of a country abroad and thus enhance 

tourism. Therefore, they have major implications for development"
3
  

                                                                                                               

 

- Avril Joffe, Nathalie Jacklin "Promoting the Culture Sector through Job Creation and Small Enterprise 

Development in SADC Countries: The Film and Television Industry, SEED Working Paper No.53" International 

Labor Office · Geneva  (p. 9 "Statistics and other quantitative information are largely absent in this sector" ) 

3 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development: Expert Meeting on Audiovisual 
Services: Improving Participation of Developing Countries, Geneva, 13–15 November 2002. 
The report also addresses the following issues:  

"5. A number of preconditions appear necessary in order for countries to be 
successful in the area of audiovisual services. These include an appropriate 
regulatory framework at the domestic level; a dynamic cultural policy; the 
availability of a critical mass of quality products; the availability of qualified 
professionals all along the production and distribution chain; access to distribution 
networks in foreign countries; legal instruments to counteract anti-competitive 
practices; respect for intellectual property rights; and a favorable environment for 
enterprise development and employment creation in these industries. In addition, 
specific measures and positive actions would be necessary to help developing 
countries build creative and supply capacities in audiovisual services.  

6. In many countries, audiovisual services are a highly regulated sector. Markets 
alone cannot provide the required conditions for the development of audiovisual 
services, especially in developing countries, and active public policies are necessary 
to attain this goal. Experts recognized that Governments could play a pivotal role in 
the development of the sector. They also acknowledged the leading role of 
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Although the economic, social, cultural value of the audiovisual sector is well-known 

and acknowledged by a growing number of countries in the world, Caribbean 

countries seem reluctant to address the issue of regulating it properly. 

A first recommendation would be that a systematic assessment of public policies in 

the framework of the audiovisual sector will be carried out as a first step in the field of 

regulation.  This is required to fit the necessary adaptation of regulation in the 

audiovisual sector to have a chance of building an industry here.  Although more work 

needs to be done, this report will propose a selection of regulatory measures. 

Commentaries and recommendations on the Protocol on Cultural Cooperation are of 

strategic importance.  This Protocol on cultural cooperation is the first of its kind 

agreed at world level between two regions, EU (27 countries) and CARIFORUM (14 

countries). 

The Protocol is inspired by the Convention on the protection and promotion of the 

diversity of cultural expressions adopted by UNESCO on 20 October 2005.  

Caribbean and European countries, and the EU as such, are signatories to that 

Convention, and the enforcement of the Protocol is a unique opportunity to translate 

into reality the rights and obligations of the Convention. 

These two regions, vibrant societies proud of their culture and their people, need to 

achieve that goal successfully. 

 

Recommendations concerning the use of the Protocol on cultural cooperation in the 

field of audiovisual cooperation will be developed.  The granting of European works 

status to Caribbean works co-produced with Europeans is of great interest for 

professionals of both sides who collaborate in the production of audiovisual works.  A 

                                                                                                               

 

regulations in increasing the interaction of the audiovisual services sector with 
economic development".  
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whole range of advantages arises from having European works status, and these will 

be described (see co-productions). 

The database of human and artistic resources involved in audiovisual activity in the 

CARIFORUM countries is a pressing demand of Caribbean professionals.  It 

corresponds to the wish of human and artistic resources divided up in a fragmented 

area, for whom communication remains problematic, to connect and to enable 

exchange and collaboration at the regional level.  This aim is perfectly legitimate and 

on the assumption that the database will be created very soon, other steps in 

exchange and collaboration at regional level will be proposed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: AUDIOVISUAL REGULATION FOR CINEMA AND TV PROGRAMS 

 

1.1. We will concentrate on regulatory regimes related to the audiovisual industry.  

A large range of regulatory measures exist regarding the audiovisual sector 

(production, exhibition, broadcasting): 

• Quota requirement for theatrical exhibition 

• Public and private television channels’ investment obligations. 

• Their programming obligations (maximum annual number of films, 

nationality quotas, programming schedules).  

• Broadcasting/investment quotas for independent producers’ works.  

• Broadcasting/investment quotas for audiovisual works with specific cultural 

or language aims, e.g., works originally produced in the regional/national 

language (in certain countries).  

• Film release timelines (video, pay per view, encrypted channel, co-

producer channel, free-to-air channels).  

• National and regional financial support mechanisms (loans, subsidies, 

special tax on admissions to fund the film industry support account).  

• Home market production quotas (in some countries, especially for public 

service broadcasters).  

• Tax incentives and production tax credits.  

• Co-production agreements.  

• Obligation for content to feature prominently in all new services (web, 

Internet, etc.). 

• Public funding (especially through the license fee) and organization of 

public service broadcasting.  

• Taxes/charges levied on commercial exhibitors to finance public service 

activities (in some countries).  

• Rules on accessing distribution infrastructure (frequencies, “must-carry” 

obligation for cable networks), including preferential access by public 

service broadcasting.  

• Foreign media ownership restrictions (in some countries).   

• Licensing policies 
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1.2. Regulatory measures means measures adopted by a legal authority 

(government, parliament, or even sometimes an agency with the power to 

govern the audiovisual system).  This has to be differentiated from self-

regulation (in which private companies govern themselves) or co-regulation 

(rules are jointly decided by the private sector and a governmental authority). 

 

1.3. Audiovisual sector development remains largely subject to a regulatory 

process in Western countries, which is even reaching new countries, like 

Eastern European countries which, by becoming EU Member States, may 

regulate their audiovisual system in accordance with European standards and 

law. 

 

1.4. Why such a choice?  The history of the film industry paved the way for the 

choice of a regulatory approach.  The audiovisual industry is a "soft" industry: 

it means the creation, production, distribution of a film, a documentary, a TV 

fiction, a cartoon, a news magazine - works demanding a huge amount of 

money and time. These are not "standardized" goods or services, but 

prototypes. Each work is offered on a market (theatrical, DVD, TV, etc.) where 

competition between the different offers of audiovisual content is fierce.  This 

is a general rule.  To alleviate the harsh market reality (which in the absence 

of rules is often inclined to support only the strongest media offers), 

Governmental authorities in Western countries progressively developed a set 

of rules in order to protect / promote local content, designed to serve pluralism 

in media, not only pluralism of information but pluralism of audiovisual works 

and genres4 to serve cultural expression. 

 

1.5. This is part of a democratic model in which it is not the State’s job to interfere 

or make the choice of what may be seen or thought, but rather– to some 

extent – to guarantee freedom of opinion and expression and freedom of 

choice. 

                                       

 

4
 The level of good practices on AV development in Southern Countries will be considered in another 

chapter. 
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1.6. The regulatory measures which will be discussed here are quota 

requirements for local content, either in theatrical exhibition or in TV 

broadcasting, investment obligations by broadcasters and tax incentives.  Co-

production agreements, as they are organized by law, are also regulatory 

measures.  These points are of cardinal importance for the preservation and 

promotion of an audiovisual industry 

 

2. THE ORIGIN OF AUDIOVISUAL REGULATION5 

 

2.1. The audiovisual industry started in the 1890s with the development of the film 

industry, first in Europe and then in the US.  The European film industry (split 

into different national industries) was the leading world film industry before 

World War I.  Thereafter, the US film industry took world leadership and 

began distributing Hollywood-made films overseas, particularly in the 

European market. 

 

2.2. This gave rise to fierce competition between the US film industry and national 

film industries in Europe.  The US film industry’s ousting of national film 

industries in Europe was to give rise to a wide range of new measures to 

protect national film industries, including tariff barriers, indirect and non-trade 

barriers. One example of tariff barriers is offered by Great Britain’s tax on 

imported luxury goods, which included film for motion picture films. The only 

effect of these taxes was to increase the costs of importing negatives from the 

United States: a decision was taken to place an import license on these 

products.  

2.3. Theatrical exhibition quotas were introduced in Germany in 1925 and in 

France in 1928. In the latter case, licenses to import foreign films were 

contingent on national production export measures. For example, in order to 

                                       

 

5 See Yvon Thiec "Le cadre actuel des échanges culturels : les investissements", 
PlanetAgora 
(http://www.planetagora.org/theme2_suj1_note.html), 17 décembre 2002 
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distribute 400 films produced in 1928, the United States had to import 100 

French films. This measure was abolished in 1931  

2.4. A number of countries (Italy, France, Great Britain) adopted indirect barriers 

to entry in the form of a requirement to allocate a share of theatrical exhibition 

time to domestic output. This measure was introduced in 1927 in Great 

Britain, and required distributors and cinema exhibitors to screen a minimum 

of 20% British films. This measure was scrapped in 1938.  

2.5. Non-trade – especially language - barriers were also put in place. In Italy, 

where talking pictures were first shown in 1929, films could not include 

dialogue in languages other than Italian, so that dubbing became necessary.  

2.6. Other barriers included a ban on repatriating part of the receipts to the US. A 

bilateral agreement signed in 1947 between the United States and Great 

Britain froze the receipts from film distribution on a basis of $17 million. 

Similar agreements were concluded with other countries, e.g., France in 

1948.  

2.7. The freeze on a proportion of US assets in distribution countries prompted the 

studios to invest directly in non-Hollywood film production in the Fifties (other 

reasons being the existence of production facilities and lower payroll costs). 

This is also the reason behind current US film industry investment in 

Colombian films.  

2.8. The interruption of trade flows with the USA during the Second World War 

enabled bigger European countries (France, Italy, Germany) to recapture a 

substantial home market for their films. In point of fact, the existence of a 

national film industry addressed not only economic but also ideological 

dictates, in Germany, Italy and France alike. The result was to squeeze the 

US movie industry out altogether.  

2.9. In the aftermath of the war, the US reasserted its presence with the Marshall 

Plan and bilateral measures to rebuild national economies. The quid pro quo 

was an obligation to open up markets, especially film markets. Countries with 

battered economies (France) or which were in the throes of denazification 

(Germany) were obvious targets.  
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3. QUOTA REQUIREMENTS 

 
3.1. QUOTA REQUIREMENTS FOR THEATRICAL EXHIBITION. 

 
3.1.1. International rules related to quota requirements for theatrical 

exhibition: Various international law measures came to be taken to 

protect the cinema industry. The GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs 

and Trade) Treaty which came into force on 1 January 1948, for 

instance, includes an Article IV dealing specifically with 

cinematographic films.  

Article IV stipulates that " If any contracting party establishes or 

maintains internal quantitative regulations relating to exposed 

cinematograph films, such regulations shall take the form of screen 

quotas which shall conform to the following requirements:  

(a)    Screen quotas may require the exhibition of cinematograph films 

of national origin during a specified minimum proportion of the 

total screen time actually utilized, over a specified period of not 

less than one year, in the commercial exhibition of all films of 

whatever origin, and shall be computed on the basis of screen 

time per theatre per year or the equivalent thereof;  

(b)    With the exception of screen time reserved for films of national 

origin under a screen quota, screen time including that released 

by administrative action from screen time reserved for films of 

national origin, shall not be allocated formally or in effect among 

sources of supply;  

(c)    Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph (b) of this Article, 

any contracting party may maintain screen quotas conforming to 

the requirements of subparagraph (a) of this Article which reserve 

a minimum proportion of screen time for films of a specified origin 

other than that of the contracting party imposing such screen 

quotas; Provided that no such minimum proportion of screen time 

shall be increased above the level in effect on April 10, 1947;  
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(d)     Screen quotas shall be subject to negotiation for their limitation, 

liberalization or elimination.  

This article aims to permit measures to promote films of national origin 

on film theater screens by authorizing a quantitative restriction on trade, 

specifically in the film industry, for a limited period. 

Quota requirements for domestic films in theatrical exhibition are 

therefore permitted by the GATT Treaty for limited periods. 

 

3.1.2. Application of quota requirements for theatrical exhibitions in Western 

and Southern countries.  

These measures are no longer applied in Europe, where no regulation 

on content distribution in theatrical exhibition exists (see below, co-

production and access to theatrical exhibition).  In non-Western 

countries, quotas still exist usually in countries which have a local film 

production and want to guarantee its access to theatrical exhibition.  In 

this way, they are using the model developed in pre-War Europe. 

 

3.1.3. Korea operated a quota requirement for theatrical exhibitions which has 

now been partially withdrawn under pressure from the US.  

 

3.1.4. China imposes a quota of 20 films a year on foreign films seeking 

exhibition on the Chinese theatrical market.  Some experts argue that 

this quota - in fact a restriction on foreign films - is unfair as affording no 

access to foreign films. 

 

3.1.5. Brazil has a theatrical quota requirement for local films.  Every local 

single-screen theater must show Brazilian films for at least 28 days a 

year, with a minimum of two different films.   The screen quota rises 

with the number of screens.  For example, multiplexes (4 screens) must 

screen local films for at least 196 days a year (4 different films 

minimum).  Multiplexes with 10 screens must screen local films over 

490 days (10 different films minimum). 
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3.1.6. Argentina introduced a screen quota to protect local production, 

requiring all exhibitors to show at least one local film in each quarter 

year for each screen. Thus, a 16-screen multiplex must show 64 

Argentinean films a year. Films may also not be changed midweek, nor 

taken off if attendance falls to between 6 and 25 percent of capacity. 

Much of the exhibition sector is foreign-owned. 

 

3.1.7. India seems not to have a quota requirement.  Indian languages and 

culture seem to create a "natural" interest for local films (see India, 

below). 

 

3.1.8. Over the last two decades, most of the theatrical market in Europe was 

dominated by US movies, 70-80% of the theatrical exhibitions (with one 

major exception - France, where 48.7% of showings were French films 

in 2008).  Most of the big countries in Europe (UK, Germany, Spain, 

Italy) have below 20% of national films in theatrical exhibitions.  Signs 

of progress appeared in 2008 as the market share of European movies 

reached 28.8% of the theatrical market and US films decreased to 

62.7%.  This trend has been perceptible for a few years, and is 

encouraging.   

Although these figures evidence a lack of theatrical exhibition for 

European films, no quota requirements for theater showings now exist 

in Europe.    

 

3.1.9. Instead of maintaining quota requirements for theatrical exhibitions, 

Europe has developed a system of incentives for European theatrical 

film exhibition.  Around 750 theaters in Europe are linked together in a 

network called "Europa Cinemas".  This network provides financial 

support to cinemas that commit themselves to programming a 

significant number of non-domestic European films and to organizing 

promotional activities around European films for young audiences.  The 

aim of this network is to boost theatrical releases of European films.  
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Europa Cinemas covers 1945 screens in 758 cinemas across 439 cities 

in 43 countries6.  The members of Europa Cinemas have to provide 

50% of films of European origin (majority of European films), in return 

for which Europa Cinemas provides subsidies to help the theater 

concerned (subsidies for European films in theatrical exhibition could 

represent up to €30 000 for a six-month period).  The incentive is 

funded by a grant from the MEDIA Program and Council of Europe 

funding under EURIMAGES (see below).  This program is now 

extended to Latin American countries through the new MEDIA 

International funding (see below). 

Another instrument is the networking of European exhibitors by Europa 

Cinemas, providing practical information on the film industry and 

developments in theatrical exhibition (digital cinema, etc.)7 (see 

website).   

A similar initiative to promote Caribbean and European theatrical film 

exhibition should be taken under a purpose-designed EU program.  

One possible solution would be for a group of theatrical exhibitors duly 

identified in CARIFORUM to join the Europa Cinemas initiative as a specific 

branch. 

However, since it is not the purpose of this study to pinpoint the 

theatrical market in CARIFORUM, a careful status assessment of 

theatrical distribution is needed as regards the number of screens, 

ownership, attendance by the local public, level of presence in local 

films and professionalism of theatrical exhibitors. 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  Join EUROPA CINEMAS 

                                       

 

6
 See EUROPA CINEMAS' website: http://www.europa-cinemas.org/  

7
 EUROPA CINEMAS organizes an annual conference for exhibitors who are network members. 
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A similar initiative to promote Caribbean and European theatrical film exhibition should 

be taken under a purpose-designed EU program.  One possible solution would be for 

a group of theatrical exhibitors duly identified in CARIFORUM to join the Europa 

Cinemas initiative as a specific branch. 

However, since it is not the purpose of this study to pinpoint the theatrical market in 

CARIFORUM, a careful status assessment of theatrical distribution is needed as 

regards the number of screens, ownership, attendance by the local public, level of 

presence in local films and professionalism of theatrical exhibitors. 

 

 

3.2. QUOTA REQUIREMENT FOR BROADCASTING  

 

3.2.1. A quota requirement in broadcasting is a cornerstone of the 

broadcasting rules in the European Union. 

3.2.2. The Television without Frontiers (TWF) Directive8 is a directive 

dedicated specifically to audiovisual services at European level.  Its aim 

is to secure free provision of audiovisual services in the common 

market based on European economic integration9.  A broadcast service 

is licensed in the country of origin and can then be broadcast 

everywhere in other Member States of the European Union without 

restriction. 

3.2.3. In order to achieve such objective, a set of common principles has 

been adopted10.  The main requirements for audiovisual production are 

                                       

 

8
 TWF Directive 89/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 revised by Directive 97/36/EC of 30 June 1997, revised by Directive 

2007/65/EC. Note: in EU legal terminology, a directive is a law applicable to the 27 Member States of the Union. 
9
 Historically, EU integration is based on building on a common market for persons, goods and services.  The EU 

law process aims at enforcing free provisions of goods and services in the EU market.  A Court of Justice holds 

Member States accountable for any infringements.  A common monetary union was the second step of EU 

integration.  The European Union is now concentrating on improving freedom to provide services in the common 

market. The knowledge economy and IPR protection as intangible assets are increasingly vital to development of 

the EU economy. 

10 For comment on the new revised directive, see YT article "La directive dite Services de 
médias audiovisuels sans frontières modifiant la directive dite Télévision sans frontières", 6 
pages, Revue mensuelle LexisNexis Jurisclasseur, Juin 2008. You can read this article, in 
French only, on www.eurocinema.eu 
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laid down in articles 4 and 5 of the TWF Directive.  Article 4 stipulates 

that EU Member States shall ensure that broadcasters reserve a 

majority proportion of their transmission time for European works11. The 

definition of European works excludes news, sports events, games, 

advertising, teletext services and teleshopping.  Article 612 defines what 

constitutes a European work.  The question of how Caribbean works 

could be equated to European works will be discussed later (see co-

productions).   

3.2.4. Article 5 stipulates that EU Member States shall ensure that 

broadcasters reserve at least 10% of their transmission time or at least 

10% of their programming budget for European works created by 

producers who are independent of broadcasters.  

3.2.5. A report13 issued in 2008 by the European Commission shows that 

transmission time reserved for European works was 63.52% of total 

                                       

 

11
 European works:  the definition excludes news, sports, games, advertising, teleshopping.  It covers: films, TV 

movies and series, cartoons, talk shows. 
12

 Article 6:  

1. ‘European works' means the following: 

(a) works originating from Member States; 

(b) works originating from European third States party to the European Convention on Transfrontier Television of 

the Council of Europe and fulfilling the conditions of paragraph 2; 

(c) works originating from other European third countries and fulfilling the conditions of paragraph 3. Application 

of the provisions of (b) and (c) shall be conditional on works originating from Member States not being the subject 

of discriminatory measures in the third countries concerned. 

2. The works referred to in paragraph 1 (a) and (b) are works mainly made with authors and workers residing in 

one or more States referred to in paragraph 1 (a) and (b) provided that they comply with one of the following 

three conditions: 

(a) they are made by one or more producers established in one or more of those States; or 

(b) production of the works is supervised and actually controlled by one or more producers established in one or 

more of those States; or 

(c) the contribution of co-producers of those States to the total coproduction costs is preponderant and the co-

production is not controlled by one or more producers established outside those States. 

3. The works referred to in paragraph 1 (c) are works made exclusively or in co-production with producers 

established in one or more Member States by producers established in one or more European third countries with 

which the Community has concluded agreements relating to the audiovisual sector, if those works are mainly 

made with authors and workers residing in one or more European States. 

4. Works that are not European works within the meaning of paragraph 1 but that are produced within the 

framework of bilateral coproduction treaties concluded between Member States and third countries shall be 

deemed to be European works provided that the Community co-producers supply a majority share of the total 

cost of the production and that the production is not controlled by one or more producers established outside the 

territory of the Member States.  

5. Works which are not European works within the meaning of paragraphs 1 and 4, but made mainly with authors 

and workers residing in one or more Member States, shall be considered to be European works to an extent 

corresponding to the proportion of the contribution of Community co-producers to the total production costs.   
13

 Eighth Communication on the application of Articles 4 and 5 of Directive 89/552/EEC ‘Television without 

Frontiers’, as amended by Directive 97/36/EC, for the period 2005-2006 (COM(2008)481 final) – 22 July 2008 

http://ec.europa.eu/avpolicy/docs/reg/tvwf/art_4_5/2008_481_en.pdf 
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transmission time in 2005 and 65.05% in 2006.  The average is around 

63%, well above the 50% minimum required.  Regarding the proportion 

of European works by independent producers, it represents 36.44% of 

the total time programming in 2005 and 37.59% in 2006.  The average 

is 25% in 18 Member States.  EU countries must abide by the 

requirement imposed by the TWF Directive.  France has a stricter 

quota requirement than the EU requirement as the TWF Directive 

allows Member States to comply with more detailed or stricter rules. 

3.2.6. The French quota system is restricted to audiovisual works, such as 

films, TV series, TV dramas, cartoons, documentaries, excluding talk 

shows (which now capture the biggest TV audience share).  The quota 

requirement is up to 60% of works broadcast, 40% of national origin, 

60% of European origin (including the 40% nationals).  Compliance 

with this quota is required for "prime time" broadcasting, i.e., when the 

audience is largest (19.00-23.00), to preclude broadcasters from 

fulfilling their obligation by broadcasting national and European works 

at night-time (when the audience is low).  These obligations are 

scrutinized by a special authority (CSA) which can impose penalties on 

unwilling broadcasters. 

3.2.7. Article 5 of the TWF Directive set out to promote productions that were 

independent of broadcasters and media conglomerates with the aim of 

promoting pluralism in content production.  

3.2.8. The European Commission report on the application of articles 4 and 5 

(a report issued every two years on the basis of information supplied by 

EU Member States) states that the European quota requirement has 

boosted the European content industry by prompting both public and 

commercial broadcasters to put out broadcast European content.  In 

this case, TV has to finance, buy or invest in local audiovisual 

productions instead of buying-in only foreign programs like US TV 

series and films. 

3.2.9. The controversial side of this is that most "European" content 

broadcasted by national broadcasters in the EU Member States is 

national in origin, the proportion of non-national EU content remains 

very slim.  The plus side of freedom to provide audiovisual (television) 

services  in Europe is to allow nationals of one country free access to 

other countries’ TV programs (German public TV is broadcast 

everywhere in Europe, French-speaking Belgians can watch the French 
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channels, BBC has good penetration in various countries).  It has 

fostered varying degrees of access to different languages and domestic 

works from different nations.    

3.2.10. The rest of the remaining broadcasting time (non-EU) is mainly 

dedicated to US origin works (series mostly broadcasted in the morning, 

afternoon and at night)14.   

 

3.3. FINANCIAL INTEREST AND SYNDICATION RULES  AND PRIME TIME ACCESS RULE  

 

3.3.1. Although the US is believed not to regulate its audiovisual market, this 

is not completely true!  The US authorities favor regulation of the 

market more by competition law than by regulatory practice.  But, as in 

Europe, the battle between TV and cinema was fierce during the 60s 

and 70s; the studios were at risk, since TV networks were not only 

broadcasting but also producing the content they needed. This drove 

the authorities to implement rules to protect "independent" producers. 

"Independent" in US language means not the small producers (as in 

Europe) but producers independent from networks, i.e., the Hollywood 

studios.  

  

3.3.2. The network financial interest and network syndication interest rules 

(Fin-Syn rules) adopted in 1970 aimed at limiting the networks’ right to 

acquire ownership of the TV series they broadcast or acquire a 

financial interest in their syndication (i.e. sales of rights for secondary 

exploitation).  These rules designed to block the monopoly power of the 

main US networks were abolished in the 90s. They had served the 

interest of a pluralist independent production for more than 20 years, 

                                       

 

14
 These programs are available at reasonable prices, the cost having been previously recouped on the 

US internal market.  US movies should not be confused with US series.  US movies (films) need access 

to European market to have a chance of recouping their costs.  US movie costs are so high that the US 

internal market is not sufficient to amortize them.  This is the main difference between movies and 

"basic series".  Nevertheless, some series also need access to a global market to be amortized. 

Dumping is used by the US industry to enter the AV market in order to prevent the local AV industry 

from competing on tariffs.       
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but by the 90s Hollywood's productions were enjoying a rebirth and no 

longer needed to be protected. 

 

3.3.3. The Prime Time Access Rule (PTAR) was brought in to prevent 

networks from controlling more than ¾ of prime time (19.00 – 23.00) of 

TV stations in the 50 largest local US markets.  This rule boosted the 

development of local TV, local advertising and independent productions 

as at least the first hour in prime time had to be given over to non-

network productions. 

 

3.3.4. Some other countries have set local content quota obligations for 

broadcasters.  This is the case in many African countries.  South Africa 

imposed it in 1977.  Public TV (SABC) must provide 51% local content 

and commercial TV 45%. 

Country National policy on local content and 
station policy local content 

Percentage of local 
content 

 

Hours of 
Broadcast 

 

Mozambique  

 

Info and policy strategy supports 
media link to development. 

56%. 

Aim 60%. 

 

 

Namibia Information policy names media as 
catalyst for development. NBC has 
no written policy, strong commitment 
from current board. 

Less than 30%. 

Aim 70%. 

 

24 hours 

South Africa Policy and legislation.   

Regulation in place. 

SABC regulated at 25%. 

SABC 1 - 40%. 

SABC 2 - 55%. 

SABC 3 - 35%. 

24 hours 

Swaziland No media policy/  

local process begun by independent 
media sector. 

STV has commitment to portrayal of 
Swazi culture but no policy. 

Not known 

 

24 hours 

Tanzania Broadcasting Service Act links 75-90% being achieved.  
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licensing to development content 
40% local content encouraged, not 
regulated. 

TVT has no policy but strong 

committment. Director sees link of 
media to development. 

 

Zanzibar As Tanzania. ZTV has no policy but 
commitment exists. 

70% 7 hour week 

14 hours WE  

Zambia None found. ZNBC has “a desire” 
more than an entrenched policy’. 

Not stated 

 

7 hours per day 

 

Zimbabwe Ministry of information document. 
Links media to development. 
ZIMPREST national plan calls for 
Indigenization.  

ZBC has no policy. 

50% 18 hours per day 

 

Source: Promoting the Culture Sector through Job Creation and Small Enterprise 
Development in SADC Countries: The Film and Television Industry, SEED Working 
Paper No.53, May 2003 - Joffe, Avril; Jacklin, Nathalie; - Working paper - Table 4.2. 
Local content and budgets in the SADC region, 2002 (Source: SACOD Advocacy 
Research Project.)  

  

3.3.5. Conclusions 

 

Local content quota is a legitimate policy measure to ensure the 

presence of domestic audiovisual works.  The temptation for many 

broadcasters, both public and commercial, is to program foreign 

content acquired at low prices; in certain cases, global media 

conglomerates are themselves selling their programs at dumping prices 

to preclude competition from the local audiovisual industry. 

 

At the same time, local quota is a controversial issue (see the 

audiovisual dispute during the GATS negotiations under WTO 

supervision in the 90s) and needs precise implementation and 

regulatory control (which implies the creation of a specific body or 

authority). 
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3.3.6. Recommendations 

 

-  Technical assistance on the opportunity and desirability of 

audiovisual local quota is required before taking any decision 

aiming to enforce any public measure. 

-  PTAR (Prime Time Access Rule), as a regulatory model used 

for small market TV station could be an alternative to a quota 

system 

 

These 2 recommendations need to be assessed in light of 

Recommendation 1 
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4. INVESTMENT IN AUDIOVISUAL AND FILM PRODUCTION BY BROADCASTERS  

 

4.1. BACKGROUND 

 

Quota requirements were initially brought in for cinema theatrical exploitation 

in order to keep a room for manoeuvre for the domestic film industry.  Quota 

requirements were extended to TV broadcasting when television became a 

major tool for content distribution and access in order to keep space for 

domestic content.  The final step in Europe was to introduce a European quota 

into EU legislation in order to guarantee a large presence of European content 

on TV.  Nevertheless, this type of regulation did not address the problem of 

film (and other audiovisual content) financing.  Shrinking cinema audiences led 

to a dramatic decline in income from theatrical exploitation in Europe and the 

US.  Meanwhile, TV was broadcasting a growing number of films without 

investing in film production.  The idea of prompting TV to invest in the film 

industry and then other audiovisual productions came from the single idea 

that,  as major content users, broadcasters should become major investors in 

the film (and other audiovisual program) industry. This simple idea was difficult 

to apply, given the reluctance of broadcasters in most European countries to 

accept the idea that they should invest in a service (audiovisual content) which 

gives them the possibility of attracting audience and income (in the case of 

advertisements).  Some countries decided to force broadcasters by law to 

invest in the film and audiovisual sector (France, Spain) (some having more 

complex legal system). 

 

4.2. LEGAL SOURCES AND INSTRUMENTS FOR INVESTMENT BY BROADCASTERS IN CONTENT PROGRAMS.  

 

4.2.1. Broadcasters’ obligations to invest in cinematographic films are based 

on a range of different instruments. 

 

4.2.1.1. Laws 
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Most countries regulate broadcasters' obligations directly by 

laws.  Rules establishing public service broadcasting play a role, 

often serving as the basis for agreements that set out practical 

investment obligations.  In Europe, countries which impose 

investment obligations by legislation include Belgium, France, 

Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, 

Romania and Hungary.  Apart from the Netherlands, where only 

public service broadcasters are obliged to invest part of their 

advertising revenue, investment obligations in all these 

countries apply to both public service and private broadcasters. 

 

4.2.1.2. Licensing 

Public service and private TV broadcasting license-holders may 

be obliged to support cinematographic film.  The licensing 

procedure usually provides the opportunity to lay down tailor-

made funding obligations for each broadcaster.  The Norwegian 

private broadcaster TV2 is an example.  In Switzerland, licenses 

are granted to private TV broadcasters on condition that certain 

investment obligations are met.  This system is expressly 

established in the Federal Radio and Television Act. 

 

4.2.1.3. Other systems 

Investment obligations are often laid down in special film 

funding agreements.  These agreements are signed between 

broadcasters and state bodies, particularly film funding 

institutions.  An example is the Film/TV Agreement between the 

Austrian Film Fund and public service broadcaster ORF, 

establishing co-operation between film and television, in relation 

to Austrian film production. In Denmark, Germany and Latvia, 

public service broadcasters are obliged by law to invest in 

cinematographic film in order to fulfill their public service remit.  

This obligation has to be discharged through an agreement 

between the broadcaster and either the government or a state 

film funding institute.  In Denmark, public service broadcasters 
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have signed an agreement under the Broadcasting Act with the 

Minister for Culture, while those in Germany have concluded a 

film funding agreement with the Film Funding Institute.  Private 

broadcasters in Germany are also required by the Film Funding 

Act to sign a film funding agreement.   

This combination of a general legal obligation and a separate 

agreement by which it is implemented is used in Switzerland.  

The State orders the public service broadcaster to sign such an 

agreement with partners from the Swiss film industry.  This 

voluntary agreement is designed to fulfill a well-established legal 

obligation.  Swiss radio and television has a statutory obligation 

to support Swiss film production.  Under the terms of its license, 

Swiss television must stimulate and promote cultural creativity, 

particularly Swiss film production.   

Broadcasting licenses also play a part in the film funding 

agreements of Swedish broadcasters.  Swedish broadcasting 

licenses contain a general funding obligation which has been 

fulfilled by means of a film agreement between the TV 

companies and the State, film distributors and film producers.  

Under this agreement, broadcasters must pay monthly 

contributions.   Television and operators' license fees finance 

the State Television and Radio Fund, from which the Swedish 

film Foundation receives annual film production aid. 

 

4.2.1.4. Voluntary commitments. 

Voluntary commitments mainly concern public service 

broadcasters.  Their public service remit includes the general 

obligation to promote public interests, which include cultural 

objectives, and is always enshrined.  By entering into voluntary 

obligations to support film, public service broadcasters show 

that and how they mean to fulfill the public service remit.  The 

voluntary commitments of public service broadcasters in 

Estonia, Ireland and the United Kingdom illustrate the close 

links between the public service remit and film funding.  In all 
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three countries, broadcasting law contains a general obligation 

which can include film funding.  

In the United Kingdom, for example, the Communications Act 

2003 contains the general obligation for public service television 

to fulfill the public service remit, which includes a duty to 

broadcast feature films.  The Croatian public service 

broadcaster is also obliged by law to support, develop, promote 

and produce all kinds of national audiovisual works that 

contribute to the development and production of Croatian art 

and culture.  Private broadcasters are certainly not excluded. 

 

4.2.1.5. Forms of investment 

Investment support for cinematographic film may be given by 

various means, such as direct support (own production, co-

production, direct funding), or indirect forms like payments into 

film funds (or similar bodies), payments to film distribution funds, 

active participation in film funding institutes, taxes (used by the 

state to support film), broadcasting fees (indirectly used to 

support film), media services (provision of advertising time, 

active publicity for  cinematographic films, etc), provision of 

technical equipment or personnel, special access to picture 

archives, purchase of rights to cinematographic films (including 

presales). 

Ways of calculating how much a broadcaster should contribute: 

- A proportion of advertising (and sponsorship) income or of 

the transmission time allocated for advertising; 

- A proportion of other income (e.g. subscription fees, state 

subsidies, income from sale of rights or media services, etc); 

- A sum calculated in accordance with the overall 

programming budget;  

- A proportion of the overall annual budget; 

- A proportion of gross income; 

- A proportion of the broadcasting fee; 

- A proportion of the license fee. 
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4.2.1.6. Importance of film funding bodies in the implementation of such 

obligations. 

Film funding bodies like film funds and film institutes play a 

crucial role in the relationship between TV broadcasters and film 

producers.   In most countries, broadcasters' film contributions 

are paid to a film fund or institute.    In some countries, 

broadcasters pay their financial contributions directly to the film 

funding bodies,  

 

4.2.1.7. Impact of broadcasting investment in film production 

The impact of broadcasters' film financing is vital as it accounts 

for almost one-third of all public film aid in Europe.  Up to 33% 

of the budget of public funding bodies is funded from TV 

contributions, direct public funding by the state accounts for 

21% and regional or local administration for 12%. 

 

4.2.1.8. Compliance with EU regulations.   

The Television without Frontiers (TWF) Directive was mentioned 

earlier in relation to quota requirements and independent 

production (articles 4 and 5 of the TWF Directive (above). 

Recital 45 of TWF Directive 97/3615, states that "the objective of 

supporting audiovisual production in Europe can be pursued 

within the Member States in the framework of the organization 

of their broadcasting organizations, including the obligation to 

contribute substantially to investment in European production".  

By this, European law introduces full compatibility between the 

European regulations and the national rules requiring 

                                       

 

15
 Directive 97/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 June 1997 amending Council Directive 

89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in 

Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities. 
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broadcasters to invest in audiovisual production.  In a recent 

case on Spanish broadcasters’ legal obligations to invest, the 

European Court of Justice confirmed the right of EU countries to 

compel both public and commercial broadcasters to invest in 

audiovisual production. 

 

4.3. SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF LEGAL OBLIGATIONS TO INVEST IN PRODUCTION.  

 

4.3.1. France16 

In France, the legal framework is based on the "free" concession of 

channels in exchange for investment in the production of programming 

and equal obligations for both public and private channels: "free" 

concession means that broadcasters pay no license to broadcast.   

Broadcasting services have twofold investment obligations in 

production: direct and indirect.  Direct investment means acquisition of 

rights or co-financing of works (films, TV, fictions).  Beside this direct 

investment in film and TV, broadcasting services, whether public or 

private, must invest 5.5% of their turnover in a special fund for 

audiovisual production (COSIP) managed by the National Center for 

Cinematography (CNC)17. 

 

Direct investment in production by broadcasters concerns both cinema 

and TV production.  For cinema, the law18 provides that broadcasting 

services must invest (rights' acquisition or co-production) 3.2% of their 

turnover in European cinematographic works, from which 2.5% must go 

                                       

 

16
 Internet sites:  Legifrance (http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr), Centre national de la cinématographie (CNC – 

http://cnc.fr), Conseil supérieur de l'audiovisuel (CSA – http://csa.fr), Directorate for Media Development 

(http://ddm.gouv.fr)  

17 see  Freedom of Communication Act No. 86-1067 of 30 September 1986  modified by Act 
N° 2004 
18

 Article 27 (3) of the Act of 30 September 1986
18

 : Act n° 86-1067 of 30 September 1986 on freedom of 

communication, OJ 1 October 1986, amended by Act n° 2004-2669 of 9 July 2004 (OJ 10.07.2004) 
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to French language works.  In 2005, it represented for example 

€32.21m for France2 (main public channel), and €47m for TF1 (main 

commercial TV channel) (€55m in 2008).  In 2004, out of 203 movies, 

public and commercial broadcasters financed 105 films for a total 

amount of €124m.   

The terrestrial pay channel Canal Plus is required to make more 

substantial investments because it is a movie channel.  Each year, 

Canal Plus devotes at least 12% of the year's total resources to the 

pre-purchase of broadcasting rights for European cinematographic 

works and at least 9% to the pre-purchase of broadcasting rights for 

"EOF" works.  Under a "diversity" clause in the agreement, Canal Plus 

must put part of its investment into low-budget films – at least 17% of 

the amount of its obligations in the production of "EOF" works involves 

films with an initial budget of less than €4 million.  In 2004, Canal Plus 

spent €136.65 million on the pre-purchase of 124 approved films (€130 

million in 2008) , which meant that Canal Plus' investments represented 

17% of all French investment in approved films for that year19. 

For the investment in audiovisual production (TV), broadcasting 

channels are required to invest at least 16% of their turnover in French 

language audiovisual works.  This represented €240.63m from TF1 in 

2005.  France 2 contributes 18.5% of its turnover to European 

audiovisual works, including 16% to French language works (€184.67m 

in 2005) and M6 (the second commercial channel) contributes 18% of 

its turnover to the production of European audiovisual works, including 

13.5% to French language works (€95.505m in 2005). 

The investment in audiovisual production must primarily be in original 

drama, creative documentaries, animation and live performance. 

A new law provides that in exchange for a reduced length of their 

license due to the switch to digital TV in 2011, private broadcasters 

(TF1, M6 and Canal+) will benefit from an additional digital channel on 

                                       

 

19
 See  Legifrance (http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr), Centre National de la Cinématographie (CNC http://cnc.fr), 

Conseil supérieur de l'audiovisuel (CSA http://csa.fr), Directorate for Media Development (http://ddm.gouv.fr)  
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which they will have enhanced investment obligations in production of 

cinematographic and audiovisual works. 

In addition, new frequencies for mobile TV and HD TV services will be 

subject to an additional contribution of 0.1% of turnover for mobile TV 

and 0.2% for HD TV to the special fund for audiovisual production 

(COSIP). 

 

Moreover, the new law will also modernize the fund by enlarging its 

scope not only to editors of TV services (broadcasters) but also to 

distributors of TV services in order to include all TV service distribution 

platforms in a technological neutrally way, like cable, satellite or 

Internet service providers who distribute broadcasting services, 

especially through triple play offers (Internet access, phone and TV 

services).  The contribution of these distributors ranges from 0.5% of 

turnover between €10m and €75m to 4.5% of over €530m. 

 

4.3.2. United Kingdom 

OFCOM – the media regulator – has no power "to establish quotas or 

quantitative obligations for individual broadcasters to produce or 

broadcast feature films". 

There are no legal obligations for broadcasters to invest in film 

production. A sort of public obligation stemming from the BBC’s public 

service mission urges the BBC to invest £10m in production and buy 

British and European films (approx.. 12 films a year). 

The only public service obligation is contained in the Communications 

Act 2003, section 264, 6 (b): "that cultural activity in the United 

Kingdom, and its diversity, are reflected, supported and stimulated by 

the representation in those services of drama, comedy and music, by 

the inclusion of feature films in those services and by the treatment of 

other visual and performing arts".   

In its review of the Television without Frontiers Directive, the UK Film 

Council noted under the heading, "Annual obligations of broadcasters". 
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"There are no annual obligations on any broadcasters.  However the 

BBCF and Channel 4 have public commitments: BBC is committed to 

spending £ 10 million (€ 15 million) on investment in and acquisition of 

British films (which included European films); this translates into 

approximately 12 titles per year; Channel 4's Statement of Program 

Policy, which forms part of its license, is committed to a significant 

investment in film; in 2002, with the closure of FilmFour Limited, this 

investment was reduced from around £30 million.  BBC Film is the 

feature film-making arm of the BBC.  It is firmly established at the 

forefront of British independent film-making and co-produces 

approximately eight films a year20.  The BBC uses of 0.7% of its entire 

program budget towards feature film development and production.  In 

2002, the BBC invested £ 10 million in feature film development and 

production.21  The UK Film Council wishes to see the figure increased 

to £ 40 million per annum. 

In February 2006, the BBC and the UK Film Council announced they 

will join forces to put film and broadcasting at the centre of a brand new 

partnership22.  This partnership is underpinned by a signed 

Memorandum of Understanding between the two organizations.  BBC 

will introduce a new film strategy for broadcast across all its channels 

and platforms, with a 50% increase in the BBC's budget for film (from £ 

10 million a year to £ 15 million a year) and an increase in the 

proportion of the BBC's acquisition budget allocated to British films with 

a guaranteed £ 50 million over the next charter period subject to the 

outcome of the license fee settlement. 

BBC strategy is to increase BBC TV channel support for British films 

with the launch of a new BBC channel strategy for film, including extra 

commitment to new talent on BBC THREE, increase the proportion of 

acquisition spend directed to UK film for feature films that could play on 

                                       

 

20
 See http://www.bbc.co.uk  

21
 See http://www.inside-pictures.com  

22
 "BBC and UK Film Council announce dynamic new partnership with British films at heart of BBC's film strategy", 

BBC Press Release of 22 February 2006, available at: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/pressoffice/pressreleases/stories/2006/02_february/22/film.shtml 
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BBC ONE and TWO. The BBC will invest a guaranteed £5m a year 

over the next Charter period for this purpose (with scope for a potential 

further £5m a year); BBC wants to help stimulate indigenous British 

feature film production through a minimum 50 per cent increase to BBC 

Films' budget. 

 

Channel 4.  By the same token, Channel 4 has articulated a 

comprehensive film strategy.  This is linked to its digital service, 

FilmFour which in 2006 became free-to-view and was joined by a 

video-on-demand service.   

The terms of this strategy include: 

- Channel 4's filmmaking arm, Film4, earmarking £10 million each 

year for investment in development and production. Channel 4 also 

invests an additional £3-5 million per annum in single dramas and 

documentaries that are released theatrically. 

- Film4's development initiatives in partnership with the UK Film 

Council (UKFC) such as Cinema Extreme and Warp X.  Film4 is 

also involved with four of the UKFC's development super-slates. 

- Channel 4 spending more than £2 million each year on film-related 

training, including the British Documentary Film Foundation, the 

cultural diversity training scheme, Skillset and the National Film and 

Television School. 

- Through the wide range of training, development and production 

initiatives that it supports, Channel 4 is providing a "training 

escalator" for new British filmmaking talent, helping them along at 

each stage of their career path. 

- The Film4 channel being available in all UK digital homes, having 

gone free in July 2006, with a 1% share in multi-channel homes.  

40% of its diverse schedule is devoted to British, European and 

world cinema titles, with some British films enjoying audiences of 

over half a million viewers. 

- Channel 4 continuing to regularly offer the best British films to large 

audiences on its core channel, while More4 shows a wide range of 

contemporary documentaries and classic British and other 

European films. 
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- Channel 4's VOD service, 4oD, including a dedicated film section 

with a strong emphasis on British films.  The ambition is to make 

available on demand all the films shown on the Film4 channel along 

with a deeper archive of related films, under the Film4oD brand. 

- Channel 4 thus offering a unique multi-platform approach that 

expands the range of films available to UK consumers, with smart 

branding and cross-promotion driving viewers between films on 

Channel 4, Film4 and other digital channels, and the new 4oD 

service. 

- 4 DVD investing £400 000 to re-release a slate of 85 British films 

from the Film4 back catalogue, with a strong cross-platform 

marketing campaign.  It has also started to reinvest profits back into 

new British films. 

- Channel 4 is an active member of the Media Literacy Task Force, 

and is expanding its new media activities.  FourDocs is a major new 

media public service initiative that encourages new talent to create 

short form films.  Channel 4 also offers an extensive film website, 

offering amongst other things the online film show Movie Rush. 

Sky Television is not involved at all in investing in British film: it 

spends around €800 million a year on its output deals with the 

Hollywood majors in order to secure pay-television rights to all their 

releases. 

 

4.3.3. Ireland  

Ireland is one of the smallest countries in Europe and, as an island, is 

an isolated country.  Ireland was a poor country, but after its integration 

into the EU, Ireland experienced major development based on new 

technologies (thanks to the support of EU funding:  the European 

Social Fund and European regional fund dedicated to support the less-

developed countries in the EU).  Ireland has also developed a specialty 

of film production, local productions and films of foreign origin (mainly 

US).  The success of the Irish Film model is widely discussed in Europe 

as a seeming way for a small peripheral country to switch its economic 

model from an agricultural to a knowledge economy.  Financial tools 

developed by the Irish authorities are behind this model.  Fiscal 
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incentives will be discussed later (see below).  The concern here is 

broadcasters’ obligations to invest in productions.  Irish law does not 

oblige broadcasters to invest in cinematographic film. 

The Irish Film Board provides development, pre-production and 

production finance, completion, distribution and marketing funding.  It 

only contributes a maximum of 25% of a film's budget, except in the 

case of low-budget films.  The Film Board's overall budget for 2005 is 

€14 million.  It has a number of schemes including the Regional Film 

and Television Fund, which aims to encourage audiovisual production 

in the West of Ireland. It also works in collaboration with other bodies, 

including the Arts Council, to provide finance for film.  In conjunction 

with the Northern Ireland Film and Television Commission, the Film 

Board sponsors the "Breakthrough Talent Award", established in 2004. 

The Council funds particularly experimental film and community 

film/video.  Its Film and Video Awards Scheme offers €100 000 per 

annum to film and video projects.   

Indirect funding by the State to the film industry comes in the form of 

tax incentives.  Since 1987, successive Finance Acts have made 

special "section 481"23 provision for tax relief for investment in 

cinematographic films to encourage investors to provide finance for the 

making of films.  The Finance Minister renewed it in 2004 for a further 

five years and increased the upper limit on total investment to €15 

million per film. In essence, the section 481 tax provision means a 

deduction of 80% is available to Irish investors who buy shares in Irish 

production companies, up to a maximum of €31 750 per year.  Section 

481 certificates carry requirements regarding employment of Irish 

personnel and the preparation and furnishing of audited accounts.   

There are no legal obligations on public service broadcasters to support 

cinematographic film as such.  Section 4 of the Broadcasting Authority 

                                       

 

23
 The section 481 provision is contained in the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997, as amended: 

www.irishstatutebook.ie  
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(Amendment) Act 1993 was amended by section 33 of the 

Broadcasting Act 2001. Section 33 sets the "appropriate amount" to be 

spent by RTÉ on independent productions at IEP 20 million (€25 

million). The amount the RTÉ is required to spend on independent 

productions at present is around €27 million per year.  TG4, the Irish-

language television station, established in 1996, invests over €15 

million annually in original programming from the independent sector.   

While there are no statutory obligations on RTÉ to provide financial 

support for cinematographic films as such, films funded by the Irish 

Film Board have had a substantial component of so-called "market 

money" as an essential element of production finance.  This comes in 

the form of broadcaster investment/license fee, distribution guarantee, 

pre-sale or sales advance.  Filmmakers have succeeded in attracting 

considerable commercial or external investment, with the result that 

there has been a very impressive ratio of "external investment" to 

national film agency support.  RTÉ has regularly participated in feature 

film production with investment ranging from €32 000 to €250 000.  

RTÉ has been involved in a joint enterprise, called "Frameworks", with 

the Arts Council and the Northern Ireland Film Council to support 

animation.  RTÉ is also involved in "Short Cuts", a production scheme 

set up in 1994 to support short film making. 

There are no legal obligations on private broadcasters. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.4. Poland 

Poland has a range of provisions referring to broadcasters' obligations.  

Some of these rules stem directly from the implementation of the 

obligations contained in the Television without Frontiers Directive.   
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The newly adopted Act on cinematography of 30 June 2005 establishes 

an indirect support system, aimed at strengthening the domestic 

cinematographic film market.  A body established by this Act, Polski 

Instytut Sztuki Filmowej (Polish Institute of Film Art) will be responsible 

for dealing with many different tasks referring to Polish film art support.  

Co-financing for the preparation of film projects, film productions, film 

distribution and dissemination, as well as promotion of Polish film 

creativity and popularization of film culture are expressly included 

among its tasks.  Co-financing of projects by the Institute cannot 

exceed 50% of the film budget.  The new Act provides that 

broadcasters, digital platform operators, cable television operators, 

cinema owners, distributors selling or renting film copies in tangible 

form, as well as enterprises controlled by a commercial body of the 

aforementioned entities receiving revenues from the activities 

described in article 19 sec.1-5 of the Act on cinematography, have to 

make payments in the form of a given percentage of their revenues 

from certain types of commercial activities (amounting to 1.5%) to the 

Polish Institute of Film Art. 

The public service television broadcaster is obliged to invest not less 

than 1.5% of its annual revenues obtained from license fees in film 

production. 

 

4.3.5. Hungary 

The law determines which broadcasters are obliged to contribute to the 

national film production industry. Both types of broadcasters have to 

meet the same requirements concerning direct and indirect film 

funding.  If a broadcaster chooses to fulfill the quota specified in the law 

by direct film funding, it has to spend a set proportion of its advertising 

revenue directly on film production.   

If a broadcaster chooses to fulfill the quota specified in the law by 

indirect film funding, it has to pay a set proportion of its advertising 

revenue to a state fund which supports film production. 
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National and regional television broadcasters, with the exception of 

broadcasters specializing in programs other than cinematographic 

works, must allocate six percent of their advertising revenues to the 

creation of new Hungarian motion pictures.  At least half of these must 

be feature films, documentaries, popular scientific films and animation 

films, and thirty percent works that are made by others.   

If a broadcaster chooses direct film funding, it has to invest in the 

production of the following genres: cinematographic feature, 

documentary feature, popular scientific film or animation film.  The 

provision does not specify the national origin of the productions in 

question; consequently they can be Hungarian films, co-productions 

with Hungarian participation or other films with Hungarian participation.  

The Act specifies a quota (30%) for "works made by others".  This 

provision covers works that were not made by the broadcaster itself. 

If a broadcaster chooses indirect film funding, it can pay its statutory 

contribution to a state fund - chiefly the Motion Picture Public 

Foundation of Hungary, the biggest national public foundation 

dedicated to supporting film production.  If a broadcaster chooses 

indirect support, the amount paid will be counted twice, which in 

practice means that only 3% of the advertising revenues will be paid. 

 

 

4.4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Cases studies show that investment by broadcasters is becoming a standard 

means of funding audiovisual production in Europe. Most of these funding 

schemes are concentrated on cinematographic works productions.  In a way, 

the focus on cinema remains part of the European cultural heritage. 

As in Ancient Greece, where all cities were proud to compete in the Delphic 

Games, European countries (even small ones) like to produce 

cinematographic works in order to exhibit them at big cinema festivals – which, 

incidentally, have been historically founded in Europe and remain very popular 
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with the world media: Cannes, Venice, Berlin - although other film festivals 

have been founded in America and in Africa (the well-known FESPACCO). 

Countries take great pride in national films winning awards (Cannes Palme 

d'Or, Venice Leone d'Auro, Berlin Golden Bear … proof of European countries’ 

continuing great attachment to their cultural expressions). 

 

4.5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Public broadcasters appear not only to be broadcasters but also investors and 

even producers or co-producers of audiovisual content.  The need to 

strengthen the public broadcasting system in Caribbean countries is a major 

issue and a precondition for developing an audiovisual industry.  Local 

commercial networks need to be developed and encouraged but, in exchange 

for a license, they need to make every effort to invest in the local audiovisual 

industry. 

Caribbean countries need to implement obligations for broadcasters, cabling 

distributors, webcasters to invest a percentage of their turnover in audiovisual 

content production.  The law needs to fix precisely the conditions of such 

investments: 

-  The rate on annual basis; 

-  The beneficiaries (independent audiovisual content producers); 

- The material (feature films, TV series, documentaries, cartoons, etc.). 

- The eventual return on investment for investors (right to acquire broadcasting 

rights for a fixed period); 

- Technical assistance from the EU in assessing and implementing such 

obligations is required (see recommendations on technical assistance). 

- Creation of a statutory body (center for cinema funding) dedicated to the 

administration and control of funding by broadcasters. 
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5. INCENTIVES 

 

5.1. Background 

 

A number of European countries support the film and audiovisual sector by 

means of tax breaks, known as "tax incentives", "tax shelters" or "tax credits".  

Tax shelters are a method of reducing taxable income resulting in lower 

payments to tax collection agencies. These new kinds of system – mostly 

designed to help film production and audiovisual production - were mostly 

implemented in the 1990s and early 2000s.  In a way, these incentives 

constitute a "new generation" of legal financial measures to help the film 

industry.  The first generation of measures aimed at helping the film and TV 

industry was direct subsidies provided by the authorities to their local 

producers. These measures still exist.  The second generation was the 

provision of film and audiovisual financing by legal obligations on broadcasters 

(either commercial or public) to invest (see above). 

 

Incentives are a third generation of means of financing film and TV 

productions. Fiscal incentives have a twofold purpose: 

� Levying money from taxpayers (individuals or companies, related to the 

different kind of loans) in order to finance film or audiovisual 

production; 

� A different aim of attracting or keeping shooting on the domestic 

market. 

 

These incentives are legal measures set up by governmental authorities 

related to fiscal regimes.  In most of the systems, individuals or/and 

companies, instead of paying tax, are making the choice to invest in film and 

audiovisual production.  It is a costly system for public finance as it results in a 

lack of tax payment to the treasury.  In compensation, governments want 
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either to support their local film industry or / and to attract foreign film 

production onto their territories.  This is clearly a system for wealthy countries 

with reasonably substantial State budgets.  Eight countries in Europe - Italy, 

Spain, Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, France and Ireland - have recently 

established such frameworks.  Examples from Belgium, France, Luxembourg, 

Ireland, Hungary, Germany and the UK will be considered here. 

 

 

5.2. CASE STUDIES 

 

5.2.1. Belgium 

Belgium has set up a tax shelter to encourage investment in Belgian 

audiovisual works by Belgian audiovisual companies. These fiscal 

measures were first introduced in 200224.  When investing in a Belgian 

audiovisual production, a Belgian company or a foreign company to 

which Belgian income tax regulations apply can receive a tax benefit. 

The investing company can deduct 150% of the investment from its 

taxable profits. However, the maximum tax-deductible amount must not 

exceed EUR 750,000 in one fiscal year; this corresponds to an 

investment of EUR 500,000. Furthermore, the tax-deductible amount 

itself must not exceed 50% of the company’s profits in any fiscal year25.   

Investments under these tax shelter rules can be made in two different 

ways: by granting a production loan or investing/participating in the 

production (and the profits it would generate). Not more than 40% of 

the total budget raised from this tax shelter financing can come from 

loans. This means that a minimum of 60% of the budget raised from tax 

shelter financing needs to be contributed in the form of 

                                       

 

24
 Law of 2 August 2002 and amended by law of 22 December 2003 and law of 17 May 2004;  

25
 Belgium: 

- 1992 Income Tax Code. 

- Circular n° Ci. RH 421/566.524 of 23 December 2004. 

- www.fisconet.fgov.be; www.cfwb.be/av/; www.vlaanderen.be/media;  
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investment/participation in production. The total production budget can 

only be 50%-funded from tax shelter investment. The other 50% has to 

be raised by the production companies themselves. The production 

company must spend 150% of the amount allocated by the investor 

within 18 months of signing the financing agreement. Tax shelter 

investments can only be made in the production of movies, feature 

length television fiction movies, documentaries or animated movies 

destined for movie theatres, and animated series or documentaries 

which are European works, as stipulated in Article 6 of the "Television 

without Frontiers" Directive (see above) 

 

 

 

5.2.2. France 

France has three different types of fiscal incentives for film and 

audiovisual production.   

1. One is a funding structure based on a tax deduction for 

investments made by individuals or companies - the SOFICA.   

2. Another is a tax credit for producers. Tax credit means that to 

some extent producers will not pay tax on the income from these 

productions. 

3. Another system created in 2009 aims to attract shooting of foreign 

productions and co-productions in French territories26. 

                                       

 

26
 Sources: France 

1. General Tax Code 

2. Act n° 85-695 of 11 July 1985 containing Various Economic and Financial Provisions, JO 12-07-

1985. 

3. Decree n° 99-130 of 24 February 1999 on Financial Support for the Film Industry, JO 25-02-1999, 

consolidated version of 21 March 2006. 

4. Decree n°2006-317 of 20 March 2006, pursuant to Articles 220 sexies and 220 F of the General Tax 

Code relating to Tax Credits for Expenses Incurred in the Production of Films and Audiovisual 

Works and amending Appendix III to that Code. 

5. Decree n°2006-325 of 20 March 2006 on the Implementation of Articles 220 sexies and 220 F of 

the General Tax Code relating to Tax Credits for Expenses Incurred in the Production of Films and 

Audiovisual Works and amending Appendix III to that Code. 

6. www.ddm.gouv.fr; www.impots.gouv.fr; www.finances.gouv.fr; www.ina.fr; 

www.legifrance.gouv.fr; www.service-public.fr 
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5.2.2.1. SOFICAs may be defined as investment funds for films or 

audiovisual works qualifying for tax concessions.  SOFICAs 

serve as intermediaries, collecting funds to be invested in the 

financing of films or audiovisual works approved by the National 

Film Center (Centre National de la Cinématographie, or CNC).  

As far as their legal status is concerned, SOFICAs are limited 

liability companies whose sole activity is the capital financing of 

films or audiovisual works.  SOFICAs must be appointed by the 

French Ministry of Culture.  Two forms of investment are 

allowed: cash payments under a deed of partnership in the 

production or capital subscriptions to film or audiovisual 

production companies. 

The law provides that their shares cannot be traded within five 

years of the date of acquisition.  The tax concession is lost if 

shares are disposed of within five years, as the amount 

previously deducted is added back to the company's taxable 

income for the year in which they are sold.  SOFICAs are 

entitled to revenue from the future release of the works in 

question; the return on their investment fluctuates considerably, 

as it is wholly dependent on the film's success.  SOFICAs are 

aimed at large taxpayers.  Individuals who are French tax 

residents have the option of deducting sums paid as capital 

subscriptions to SOFICAs from their total net income.  Such 

deductions are capped at 25% of that income and limited to €18 

000 per tax household.  Companies subject to corporation tax 

can write off 50% of the capital invested in the first year. This is 

a one-off write-off of the cash sums actually paid for a 

subscription to the share capital of a SOFICA.  Subscriptions by 

partnerships (not subject to corporation tax) do not qualify for 

this deduction.  In 2006, SOFICAs raised €32.8 million. 

  

5.2.2.2. TAX CREDITS FOR FRENCH FILM PRODUCTION were introduced in 

2004 for certain film production expenses.  This arrangement 

applies only to production companies for films produced in 
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France, and was designed to keep national film production in 

France.  To qualify, film production companies need to be 

subject to corporation tax in France, hire technical operators of 

French or European nationality, and shooting and post-

production must take place in France.  Films and audiovisual 

works in the fiction, documentary and animation genres qualify if 

they meet the following criteria: made entirely or mainly in the 

French language or a regional language in use in France; 

accepted for the financial support scheme for the production of 

films or audiovisual works; made mainly in France and 

contribute to the development and diversity of the French and 

European film and audiovisual industry.   

The tax credit for each financial year amounts to 20% of total 

eligible production expenses incurred as part of operations 

carried out in France.  The value of the tax credit is subject to a 

dual limit.  Firstly, the base figure for eligible expenses is limited 

to 80% of the work's total production budget.  The credit for a 

single work cannot exceed €1 million in the case of films, €1150 

per minute produced and delivered in the case of fictional or 

documentary audiovisual works and €1200 per minute produced 

and delivered in the case of animated audiovisual works.  The 

tax credit is applied to the corporation tax payable by the 

delegated production company for the financial year in which it 

incurred the eligible expenses.  It is applied on the date 

corporation tax is paid. 

 

5.2.2.3. TAX CREDITS FOR FOREIGN PRODUCTIONS 

The 2009 Finance Act introduced a new tax incentive to attract 

foreign productions and co-productions onto French territory. 

The measure is addressed both to the cinema film and TV 

industries, and will benefit executive producers who are liable to 

French corporation tax on their fiction/drama and animated 

works provided they meet 3 criteria: they must not be receiving 

financial support for production; their dramatic content must 

include elements connected with French culture, heritage or 
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territory; and they must have eligible expenditure of more than 

one million euros made in respect of them, and for works in the 

fiction genre at least 5 days’ shooting in France. The tax credit 

is equal to 20% of the total amount of expenditure on operations 

carried out or services provided in France. The measure aims to 

attract international co-productions, but also to support French-

foreign co-productions shot in France in French using French 

actors, which do not qualify for the many forms of financial 

assistance available in France. 

 

5.2.3. Luxembourg  

Luxembourg has introduced audiovisual investment certificates to 

attract risk capital investments in audiovisual production in 

Luxembourg27.  Joint–stock companies qualify if they are approved, 

resident and fully taxable.  Their main object must be audiovisual 

production, and they must actually produce audiovisual works.  As well 

as the main beneficiary, substitute beneficiaries and endorsees of 

audiovisual investment certificates must also have the legal form of 

joint-stock companies.  Audiovisual investment certificates are issued 

only for completed works that meet the following criteria: 

� They must contribute to the development of the audiovisual 

production sector in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.  The law 

requires a reasonable degree of proportionality between the 

concessions granted and the long-term economic, cultural and 

social spin-offs of the production of such works; 

                                       

 

27
 Luxembourg 

- Act of 13 December 1998 introducing Temporary Special Tax Rules for Audiovisual Investment 

Certificates, amended by the Act of 15 March 1993 and the Act of 21 December 1998. 

- Act of 11 April 1990 establishing a National Support Fund for Audiovisual Productions. 

- Grand-Ducal Regulation of 16 March 1999 implementing the Act of 13 December 1988 (as 

amended) introducing Temporary Special Tax Rules for Audiovisual Investment Certificates.   

- Grand-Ducal Regulation of 16 March 1999 implementing the Act of 11 April 1990 (as amended) 

establishing a National Support Fund for Audiovisual Productions.  

- www.filmfund.lu; www.impotsdirects.public.lu; www.cna.public.lu; www.legilux.public.lu 
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� They must be designed to be made mainly within the Grand Duchy 

of Luxembourg; 

� They must be released or co-released by the production company; 

in particular, this means the company must actually hold a 

significant share of the rights for an indefinite period; 

� They must offer reasonable prospects of a return on investment. 

 

The scheme is administered by the National Support Fund for 

Audiovisual Productions (Fonds National de Soutien de la Production 

Audiovisuelle, or FONSPA).  This is the government agency 

responsible for supporting the production, co-production and 

distribution of works of Luxembourg origin, by means of financing 

arrangements established under national legislation.  It was renamed 

Filmfund after being restructured in 1999.  Interested production 

companies submit a written application to the Fund at least six weeks 

prior to commencing work on the audiovisual production in question.  

The Fund's board of directors examines the application and forwards it 

to the competent ministers, who decide whether the project qualifies.  

Audiovisual investment certificates are issued by a joint decision of the 

competent ministers, on the advice of the Fund.  Holders are entitled to 

a tax rebate capped at 30% of their taxable income.  The procedure 

and basis for calculating eligible expenses are set out in the Grand-

Ducal Regulation of 16 March 1999 implementing the Act of 13 

December 1988 (as amended) introducing Temporary Special Tax 

Rules for Audiovisual Investment Certificates. 

Audiovisual investment certificates are not transferable and may be 

endorsed only once.  They cannot be split.  Their value cannot exceed 

the total financial contributions made by the applicant company, as 

specified in the final financing plan for the audiovisual work.  It is 

calculated on the basis of the production costs actually incurred and the 

amount spent within the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg.  They cover only 

a certain proportion of costs and expenditure. 

 

5.2.4. Ireland 
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IRELAND’S SECTION 481 provision was created in 1993. It is a tax 

allowance automatic scheme.  The film does not need to be Irish, it is 

the spend criteria that matters.  

- Projects can benefit up to 20% (for an indigenous film) 18% (more 

often) of their qualifying expenditure (approx 10%-12% of the 

budget) as a tax credit; 

- 82% of the budget must be in place; 

- there is a ceiling of €35 M on qualifying expenditure per project; 

- section 481 benefit is made available to the production on the first 

day of principal photography; 

- Qualifying expenditure means the cost of the EU cast and crew 

working in Ireland, and goods and services purchased in Ireland.  

A foreign producer must team up with an Irish-based co-producer. The 

Irish co-producer applies to the Irish Revenue Commissioner for a 

section 481 certificate. The issue of this certificate allows the section 

481 finance to be raised by the Irish co-producers from financial 

institutions and advisors.  Financial and intermediaries’ fees are so high 

as to make section 481 not worth using for budgets under €1 million. At 

the time it was created, the country was poor, so that €31 700 was the 

maximum investment (requiring a large number of investors) and a 

completion bond was required.   

25 productions / year include TV, and many animation projects are 

eligible. 

 

5.2.5. Hungary 

In Hungary, a tax allowance automatic scheme was created in 2004.  

As in Ireland, the criterion is: expenditures, not the nationality of the 

production. Financial costs are eligible.  

It is a cash contribution of up to 20% of the Hungarian spent of the 

budget; 

- Hungarian and Non-Hungarian co-productions qualify, if shot in 

Hungary; 
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- a non-Hungarian producer enters a service or co-production 

agreement with local producer which is registered with the National 

Film Office. The local producer must register the production with the 

NFO and certify the production costs paid in Hungary; 

- Once the NFO delivers a tax certificate, a local financier can 

disburse the face value of the certificate and reduce its annual 

corporation tax liability.  Since 2004, more than 200 co-production 

and small budget projects have received help.  

Specialized film groups or individual companies with a sufficiently 

large corporation tax liability raise the money.  The Hungarian tax 

credit can only be used for production-related costs incurred and 

paid within Hungary. Above-the-line costs may only be covered if 

the individual pays personal income tax in Hungary. A completion 

bond is needed in case of a co-production. Better for smaller 

budgets. Fewer intermediaries.   TV programs are eligible.  

 

5.2.6. Germany  

The new German spend system was created in 2007. More than a tax 

incentive it is a discount system. No private investors are involved in it.  

It is based on spend in Germany.  No financial and legal fees are 

requested. Actors cost: only up to 15% of the total. No development 

cost is possible.  

-     20% of eligible German costs for EU co-production or German film 

(cultural test). 

- 75% of the financing cost has to be in place. 

- Need to spend 25% of the production budget in Germany (20% for 

budgets > €20M). 

- Need to start production within three months after receipt of the 

certificate. 

- the budget must be a minimum of €1M (€200,000 for 

documentaries)  

- It can be paid in three equal parts during production, but in that 

case a completion bond will be needed.  
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Money comes from a new government fund, the DFFF. €80 M/year for 

three years has been allocated. A German distributor (with a history of 

3 films) for at least 30 prints during a week is requested. It is hard for 

co-productions to spend the 25% in Germany.  No TV projects are 

eligible.  

 

 

 

5.2.7. United Kingdom 

The UK tax credit scheme replaced the sale & lease back scheme on 

January 1st. It is an automatic scheme based on spends in the UK 

regardless of the nationality. UK spend does not include development 

spend and legal and financial fees.  

- For films up to £20M the rate will be a net 20% (you can claim for 

100% of your UK expenditure by the UK co producer). 

- The tax credit is payable directly to producers. 

- For larger budgets, the rate will be a net 16% (you can claim for 

80% of your UK expenditure by the UK co-producer). 

- Minimum expenditure is 25% (including non UK co-producer spend) 

to qualify for the credit. 

- the production company responsible for the film needs to be within 

the UK corporation tax net. 

- Completion bonds are always needed in the UK to attract investors.  

 

Eligible productions must comply with the following obligations: 

� Films must have a British distributor. 

� Films must have passed the British cultural test or be a British co-

production. 

� Achieve a minimum of 25% of UK expenditure.  

 

Producers have expressed reservations about the new cultural test 

films need to pass before they can access the tax relief. The producer 
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gets the money at the end of each financial year. The UK tax credit is 

not available for TV projects.   

 

5.2.8. Puerto Rico 

With a view to attract film production and foster economic development 

and incentives, many states and territories of the US, including Puerto 

Rico28, have enacted legislation that provides for tradable film 

production tax credits. It means that film production companies earn a 

transferable tax credit on the total eligible production costs. The tax 

credit is directly issued to production companies.  

In Puerto Rico, a tax credit is granted to the investors of a film project 

equivalent to 40% of budget items paid to Puerto Rico residents. Films 

and TV projects can get a 40% tax credit on local spends such as 

equipment, crew, actors, travel, hotels, stage ground rental. 

Development and post-production can also qualify. The tax incentive 

was set up in 1999 and became internationally known thanks to the film 

commission and local industry’s promotion actions. The tax credit on 

local spends has unmistakably placed Puerto Rico at the top of film 

locations.  

Still being a US commonwealth (since 1952), Puerto Rico represents 

attractive locations for film shooting. No visas or passports are needed 

for US cast or crew, and for international crew, the usual US visa 

process is straightforward. In addition, local crew and equipment are 

involved in film productions as much as it is possible, in order to 

maximise the rebate. 

The Puerto Rico Film Commission works with the Puerto Rico treasury 

department to administer the tax credit. Besides, the Puerto Rico 

Tourism Company plays a vital part in the growth of the island’s film 

                                       

 

28
 Iowa (tax credit: 50%), Puerto Rico (40%), Connecticut (30%), Massachusetts (25%), Rhode Island (25%), Illinois 

(20%), New Jersey (20%). 
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industry. The Tourism Company focuses more on films that shoot 

Puerto Rico as itself and illustrate an aspect of the island’s culture, 

whereas the Film Commission focuses more on projects which use 

Puerto Rico to double for somewhere else. However that may be, it is 

clear that films that are shot but not set in the island can still be useful 

for tourism.   

 

5.3. CONCLUSION 

 

Tax incentives are a new generation of support mechanisms for the 

audiovisual sector in Europe.  At least two conditions are required: 

- Taxpayers (individuals or companies) able or willing to invest in the content 

industry; 

- An offer of production material that will attract investment, i.e. quality film, 

series or documentary projects, as investors often expect a shared return 

on investment.   

While some Caribbean countries need to concentrate their budget revenue on 

infrastructure, public health and public education, others may have the 

capacity to develop such incentives to boost their local audiovisual production 

with the knock-on effect of developing high quality jobs in creative industries. 

The Puerto Rico tax incentive scheme is outlined in the chapter on the 

Southern experience in the film and audiovisual sector.  

 

 

5.4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Incentives based on tax breaks are a solution that can be recommended for 

implementation in some Caribbean countries.  Technical assistance from the 

EU is needed to identify countries with the right profile to enter into and 

implement such legal commitments. 
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6. CO-PRODUCTIONS 

 

6.1. BACKGROUND 

 

In a study on the place of third countries’ film and audiovisual works in 

European markets29 (May 2008), the European Audiovisual  Observatory 

(EAO) confirmed the positive role played by co-productions with regard to 

market access:  54% of Latin American films and 42% of African films that 

have accessed the European market are majority co-productions with Europe.  

If the co-productions where Latin American or African countries are minority 

co-producers are also taken into account, the proportions rise to 64% and 

74% respectively.  In terms of the number of admissions, films co-produced 

between third countries and EU countries are more successful than those that 

have not been co-produced.  For example, the average number of admissions 

in the EU for a Canadian film is 58 281, while co-produced (majority Canadian 

co-production) films averaged 377 818 admissions.  The same holds good for 

African-only films, with 19. 95 admissions, while African majority co-

productions achieve 81 681 admissions.  European majority co-productions 

on African works amount to 37 966 admissions.  Likewise for Latin America, 

where a co-production (EU majority) film achieves 119 311 admissions 

compared to 21 316 admissions for a non-co-produced film. The EAO study 

reveals a new finding:  co-production is not only a way to finance works, but 

also to facilitate more successful access to the EU market. 

 

                                       

 

29
 "The place of third country film and audiovisual works in European markets".  Report prepared by 

the European Audiovisual Observatory for European Day 2008, Martin Kanzler and André Lange, May 

2008 
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Europe is not structured as one single market for film exhibition and 

distribution.  Exhibition and distribution are specific to each national market 

(which corresponds to a linguistic market).  The 5 big distribution markets are 

France, the UK, Germany, Spain and Italy.   France is the most open market 

for co-produced works.  The EAO study shows that for the period 2002-2006, 

525 non-EU films were distributed in France, 520 in the UK, 344 in Spain and 

206 in Italy.  The best market share is obtained in France (3.6%), followed by 

Spain (3.1%), the UK (2.9%) and Italy (2.3%).  The non-EU films concerned 

sold 30 million tickets in France for a total of 850 million tickets over the 

period 2002-2006, Spain 25 million tickets, Italy 11 million tickets, Germany 

10 million tickets for non-EU films for a total 651 million tickets sold.  All these 

figures show the growing importance of films from third countries on EU 

markets.  1324 third country films were distributed between 2002-2006, 

accounting for 18.5% of all new titles distributed.  The proportion of third 

country films rose from 14.7% in 2002 to 21% in 2006.  Of the 1324 films 

distributed in the EU, 546 are of Asian origin, 172 from Latin America, 114 

from Canada, 56 from the Middle East, 50 from Oceania and 33 from Africa 

(the other 319 are non-EU European films30).  Asia includes China (43 films), 

India (248 films) and Japan (122 films)31  

 

Regulatory conditions to access theatrical exhibition: as mentioned earlier 

(see above), no quota requirement for theatrical exhibitions is imposed in the 

EU.  Access to the theatre market is "free" subject to market pressure.  

Market pressure means the pressure of the US film industry on exhibitors, 

including by unlawful means through practices such as blind booking and 

block booking, which are difficult to identify and get around. 

                                       

 

30
 The EU links together 27 Member States.  Some are associated via EFTA (Norway, Switzerland 

agreement). 
31

 The EAO has compiled a database - LUMIERE - to scrutinize admissions to film releases in Europe.  

This database can be accessed free of charge at http://lumiere.obs.coe.int The problem in finding out 

about admissions to theatrical exhibition in third countries is that there is usually no public access to 

such information.  Data are collected by commercial entities (e.g.,  Nielsen Institute in Amlat, which 

sells the information commercially).  Collection and processing of data in order to assess AV sector 

development is also a necessary part of policy to improve the AV industry in most countries.   

Recommendations will be made on this.  
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Co-production is a joint-venture between two or more producers. Theatrical 

exhibitions remain the main gateway in EU access to other distribution 

channels (DVD, pay-TV, free-to-air TV) as distributors usually buy the rights 

of exploitation for the different "windows" (theater, DVD, pay-TV, free-to-air 

TV….), and exploitation usually starts with theatrical exhibition.  Theatrical 

exhibition is seen as a tool to promote and market films for sale along the 

entire window (as theatrical exploitation may attract newspaper reports, 

critical reviews and even TV reports). 

 

Presence of third country films in TV, DVD, VOD: 86 739 feature films were 

broadcast on 118 TV channels in eleven EU countries in 2006.  3624 feature 

films originated from third countries (other than the US).  780 films originated 

from Canada, 666 from Japan, 493 from Australia and New Zealand.  Belgium, 

Sweden, Ireland and UK TV are the broadcasters who show the greatest 

proportion of films from third countries.  (Belgium: 9.7% to UK 4%).  It is 

difficult to calculate the real audience as studies amalgamate free-to-air TV 

and pay TV (which normally attracts a small audience). 

 

DVD is an important access route for works from third countries.  African, 

Arabian and Asian films are available on DVD in most EU countries and in big 

European cities, where specialized retailers have a special "world cinema" 

DVD section.  However, the category of "world cinema" is ill-defined since it 

mixes films from different parts of the world. 

 

Video On Demand (VOD) services are growing in Europe.  Large countries 

may have up to 7 to 10 VOD services offered to the public.  These VOD 
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services have a high proportion of films from third countries32.  However, the 

VOD market is still in its infancy as piracy of works remains high and is 

blocking the development of pay-per-view. 

 

6.2. LEGAL ASPECTS OF FILM CO-PRODUCTION
33  

 

6.2.1. Introduction: 

In a co-production contract, two or more parties agree to:  

a)  collaborate and pool goods, rights or services in order to 

produce an audiovisual work of some kind,  

b)  attribute ownership of the rights in the audiovisual work resulting 

from such collaboration, and  

c)  make joint use of the work and share the profits (or losses) 

arising in agreed proportions.  

Co-production makes it possible to combine forces and consequently 

create a work that either of the co-producers alone would find it difficult 

to create in any other way.  

 

A distinction must be drawn between co-production and ordinary 

financial participation, in which the “financial partner” (also called the 

                                       

 

32
 A first study on VOD was commissioned by EUROCINEMA and FERA from NPA Conseil: "The development of 

VOD in Europe", May 2006. A second survey on VOD was done by NPA Conseil for the European Audiovisual 

Observatory, January 2008. 
33

 "Legal Aspects of International Film Co-Production", by Enric Enrich, Lawyer, 

http://www.obs.coe.int/online_publication/expert/coproduccion_aspectos-juridicos.pdf.en.  This report does not 

set out to discuss contractual conditions of co-productions.  On this, see "Cinema and Television - International 

Coproduction Contracts: Legal Problems and Information Needed", Michel Györy - European Centre of Research 

and Information for the Cinema and the Audiovisual Sector, Brussels, February 1995 http://www.obs.coe.int/  
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“financial co-producer”) participates in the results of exploiting the 

audiovisual work without being a co-owner of its constituent elements. 

Moreover, not all producers who participate in a production are in fact 

co-producers – only those who have specifically agreed to this in a 

contract.  

The legal nature of co-production may vary considerably, depending on 

the form agreed in the contract (an unregistered company, a 

corporation, a partnership, an agreed share in the accounts) and they 

may even assume different forms at successive stages. The fiscal 

consequences of adopting one or other form also differ; the advice of a 

tax consultant should therefore be sought as a first step. Co-production 

may be undisclosed (where a third party participating with the producer 

in the results of the production has no desire to be known to third 

parties, for example, under a participatory account contract) or 

disclosed (where the co-producers are known to be such). Given the 

lack of clear legal rules governing such a contractual relationship, it is 

of the utmost importance that the agreements reached by the parties 

should be set out clearly in the contract so that the relationship 

between the co-producers cannot be determined by a court decision 

based on legislation that may not be the most appropriate to the 

circumstances.  

 

6.2.2. International co-production 

International co-production means co-production in which the co-

producers are from different countries. The case may arise of a foreign 

producer merely making a contribution but not being qualified as a co-

producer, or again he may be considered as such but the audiovisual 

work of which he is a co-producer is not considered as having the 

nationality of his country.  International co-production has the 

advantage of the audiovisual work being produced by persons who are 

established in the various countries and are well acquainted with the 

national markets where the work is to be shown; the work also has the 

advantage of being considered a "national audiovisual work" (and 

therefore eligible for aid and subsidies) in the co-producers’ respective 

countries. Its disadvantage is that it is more complex in both practical 
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terms (different languages, ways of thinking and working, physical 

distance) and legal terms (different legal systems have to be 

harmonized).  

 

6.2.3. International co-production agreements 

International co-production agreements, whether bi- or multi-lateral, 

enable an audiovisual work produced by a number of producers 

established in the States party to the agreement to be considered a 

"national audiovisual work" in each State, and the work may thus obtain 

advantages and aid from each State34.  

 

6.3. CO-PRODUCTION IN THE FRAMEWORK OF EU LAW   

 

The Television without Frontiers Directive first introduced a definition of 

European works that under certain conditions covers works of third countries. 

 

"(iii) Works that are not European works within the meaning of point (i) but 

that are produced within the framework of bilateral co-production treaties 

concluded between Member States and third countries shall be deemed to be 

European works provided that the co-producers from the Community supply a 

majority share of the total cost of production and that the production is not 

                                       

 

34
 The EAO has recently published information on all bilateral European co-production agreements 

existing between the various countries in Europe on its website. The available co-production 

agreements can be downloaded from the Observatory's freely consultable IRIS MERLIN database: 

http://merlin.obs.coe.int/ by searching under the topic: Film - Co-production. For each co-production 

agreement the database gives a summary of the content as well as contact details in each country for 

further information and the date on which the agreement entered into force. In addition, the full text 

version of each agreement (where available) can also be downloaded (in many cases in both 

languages).  
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controlled by one or more producers established outside the territory of the 

Member States.’; 

 

Bilateral co-productions fall under the definition of European works provided 

the European co-producers supply a majority share of the total production 

cost and the co-production is covered by bilateral co-production treaties 

concluded between Member States and third countries:   

 

In this case, to be deemed a European work under article 6 of the Television 

without Frontiers Directive, a work must fulfill two conditions: 

- A majority share of the total production cost must be European-owned; 

- A bilateral co-production agreement is needed. 

 

 

6.4. CO-PRODUCTION UNDER THE PROTOCOL ON CULTURAL COOPERATION EU-CARIFORUM (PCC) 

 

Co-productions between European and CARIFORUM producers are covered 

by another provision of this definition: 

 

" - works co-produced within the framework of agreements related to the 

audiovisual sector concluded between the Community and third countries and 

fulfilling the conditions defined in each of those agreements,"35 

                                       

 

35
 AVMS directive, 2007/65/EC, 11 December 2007, Article 1, n) i) third indent:  

(i) “European works” means the following: 

— works originating in Member States, 

— works originating in European third States party to the European Convention on Transfrontier 

Television of the Council of Europe and fulfilling the conditions of point (ii), 

— works co-produced within the framework of agreements related to the audiovisual sector concluded 

between the Community and third countries and fulfilling the conditions defined in each of those 

agreements,  
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The new provision was introduced in the latest revision of the Television 

without Frontiers Directive, renamed the Audiovisual Media Services Directive.  

Under the new definition, for a work to be treated as a European work 

"agreements" related to the audiovisual sector need to have been concluded 

between the Community and third countries. 

This first condition – the existence of an "agreement" - is fulfilled in the case of 

the EU-CARIFORUM Protocol on Cultural Cooperation, since the Protocol 

corresponds to what is envisaged by the EU legislation. 

 

Article 5.2 of the PCC directly reflects this provision:  

 

Article 5 - Audio-visual, including cinematographic, cooperation 

2. The Parties and the Signatory CARIFORUM States, in conformity with their 

respective legislation, shall facilitate the access of co-productions between one 

or several producers of the EC Party and one or several producers of 

Signatory CARIFORUM States to their respective markets, including through 

the granting of preferential treatment, and subject to the provisions of Article 7 

                                                                                                               

 

 

- application of the provisions of the second and third indents shall be conditional on works 

originating in Member States not being the subject of discriminatory measures in the third country 

concerned; 

 (ii) The works referred to in the first and second indents of point (i) are works mainly made with 

authors and workers residing in one or more of the States referred to in the first and second indents of 

point (i) provided that they comply with one of the following three conditions: 

— they are made by one or more producers established in one or more of those States, or  

— production of the works is supervised and actually controlled by one or more producers established 

in one or more of those States, or  

— the contribution of co-producers of those States to the total co-production costs is preponderant and 

the co-production is not controlled by one or more producers established outside those States; 

(iii) Works that are not European works within the meaning of point (i) but that are produced within the 

framework of bilateral co-production treaties concluded between Member States and third countries 

shall be deemed to be European works provided that the co-producers from the Community supply a 

majority share of the total cost of production and that the production is not controlled by one or more 

producers established outside the territory of the Member States.’; 
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of this Agreement, including by facilitating support through the organization of 

festivals, seminars and similar initiatives. 

 

Article 5 is reinforced by a direct reference to Article 7 of the Economic 

Partnership Agreement (EPA)36 and by reference to preferential treatment 

(Article 5.2 of the PCC)37. 

 

                                       

 

36
 Article 7 of the EU-CARIFORUM States /  Development cooperation EPA 

1. The Parties recognize that development cooperation is a crucial element of their Partnership and an essential 

factor in the realization of the objectives of this Agreement as laid down in Article 1. This cooperation can 

take financial and non-financial forms.  

2. Development cooperation for regional economic cooperation and integration, as provided for in the Cotonou 

Agreement, shall be carried out so as to maximize the expected benefits of this Agreement. Areas of 

cooperation and technical assistance are set out, as appropriate, in the individual Chapters of this Agreement. 

Cooperation shall be implemented according to the modalities provided for in this Article, shall be kept under 

ongoing review and shall be revised as necessary according to the provisions of Article 246 of this Agreement.  

3. The European Community financing pertaining to development cooperation between CARIFORUM and the 

European Community supporting the implementation of this Agreement shall be carried out within the 

framework of the rules and relevant procedures provided for by the Cotonou Agreement, in particular the 

programming procedures of the European Development Fund (EDF), and within the framework of the 

relevant instruments financed by the General Budget of the European Union. In this context, supporting the 

implementation of this Agreement shall be one of the priorities.  

4. Commensurate with their respective roles and responsibilities, the European Community and the Signatory 

CARIFORUM States shall take all measures necessary to ensure the effective mobilization, provision and 

utilization of resources aimed at facilitating the development cooperation activities provided for in this 

Agreement.  

5. The Member States of the European Union collectively undertake to support, by means of their respective 

development policies and instruments, development cooperation activities for regional economic 

cooperation and integration and for the implementation of this Agreement in CARIFORUM States and at the 

regional level, in accordance with the complementarity and aid effectiveness principles.  

6. The Parties shall cooperate to facilitate the participation of other donors willing to support the cooperation 

activities referred to in paragraph 5 and the efforts of the CARIFORUM States in achieving the objectives of 

this Agreement. 

 

37 Preferential treatment is a cornerstone of the implementation of the UNESCO Convention 
on the protection and promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions. This key concept, 
which is central to cultural cooperation, will be discussed in the chapter on implementation 
and recommendations on the Protocol on cultural cooperation.   

Article 16 of the UNESCO Convention on the protection and promotion of the diversity of 
cultural expressions, Preferential treatment for developing countries:   "Developed countries 
shall facilitate cultural exchanges with developing countries by 

granting, through the appropriate institutional and legal frameworks, preferential treatment 
to artists and other cultural professionals and practitioners, as well as cultural goods and 
services from developing countries". 
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Article 5.2, a) 1, 2 &3 aims to specify the conditions of such co-productions.  

- the co-produced audiovisual works are realized between undertakings 

which are owned and continue to be owned, whether directly or by 

majority participation, by a Member State of the European Union or a 

Signatory CARIFORUM State and/or by nationals of a Member State of 

the European Union or nationals of a Signatory CARIFORUM State;  

- the representative director(s) or manager(s) of the co-producing 

undertakings have the nationality of a Member State of the European 

Union and/or of a Signatory CARIFORUM State;  

- both (a) the total financial contributions of one or several producers of 

the EC Party (taken together), and  (b) the total financial contributions of 

one or several producers of Signatory CARIFORUM States (taken 

together) shall not be less than 20 % and not more than 80 % of the 

total production cost. 

 

The first indent lays down a condition related to the nationality of the producers 

or of the company which needs to be European or Caribbean owned. 

The second indent fixes the nationality of directors / managers of the co-

production company. 

The third indent is important since it defines the minimum (20%) or maximum 

(80%) amounts that both parties must raise to co-produce. The 20% - 80% 

balance is the current practice for co-production agreements made between 

EU countries and developing countries (See co-production agreements 

between Senegal and France, Burkina Faso and France, Cameroon and 

France, Jamaica and the United Kingdom, based on a 20% - 80% investment 

balance). 

 

The main consequence of Article 5 for co-productions between EU-

CARIFORUM producers is that works will be considered "Made in Europe" and 

classed as European works.   
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Classification as a European work has certain advantages. 

� The first is that co-produced works need not be "covered" by a bilateral 

(national) co-production agreement.  The obligation to collaborate with a 

European producer as defined in Article 6 ii) is sufficient. 

� The second is that the European producer does not need to be the majority 

stakeholder for the work to qualify as European, as was the previously the 

case (see above).  The only limitations are the 20% -80% participation 

limits.  

� Access to the European quota for local content made in Europe.  Co-

produced CARIFORUM-EU works will be counted as European works 

(giving easier access to the European TV and online (VOD) markets). 

As regards Media programme support for works produced "predominantly" by 

a producer established in a country participating in the Media programme. 

 

Preferential treatment means that works which are co-produced even though 

“predominantly” European-produced  will be treated as European films38 and 

can access Media programme support for various things: 

- Development; 

- Theatrical exhibition; 

                                       

 

38
 see definition of a European film:  

“European films” are cinematic works or feature films (including animated films) or documentaries, which are at 

least 60 minutes long and meet the following conditions: 

- the work has been produced predominantly by a producer / producers established in the countries that 

participate in the MEDIA programme; 

- the work has been produced with contributions from a significant number of professionals who are nationals of 

the countries that participate in the MEDIA programme. 

European countries that participate in the MEDIA programme : Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, 

Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, 

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Norway, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, 

Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom.  

Films from countries that have ratified the Council of Europe´s Convention on Transfrontier Television shall also be 

considered to be European films, in particular: Croatia, Moldavia, San Marino, Macedonia, Turkey, the Vatican. 

Advertising films, pornographic and racist films, and films inciting to violence are excluded from this category". 
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- Film distribution; 

- Audiovisual distribution; 

- Training39. 

 

However, the granting of preferential treatment in this area needs to be 

clarified.  Preference will encourage Caribbean producers to produce with 

European producers and at the same time will reward European producers for 

their collaboration with Caribbean producers.  This preference, as such, is an 

important concession for the full application of preferential treatment.  The 

EPA, to which the PCC is annexed, is a cooperation agreement between the 

EU and CARIFORUM by which the EU should offer more to CARIFORUM in 

cultural exchanges than the EU receives in return, correcting the unbalanced 

audiovisual market and reflecting the need to enforce cultural diversity.  

However, to foster co-production there is a need to develop links between 

human and artistic resources on both side of the Atlantic.   

The Protocol on Cultural Cooperation (Article 5.2) refers to the organization of 

festivals, seminars and similar initiatives.  The exchange of human and artistic 

resources remains a key priority. 

So, it would be desirable to organize seminars and workshops on thematic 

issues (development, co-production, post-production, distribution, online web 

production and distribution) bringing together professionals and experts on 

both sides to bring networking, knowledge and sharing into play in order to 

promote co-productions. 

A EURO-CARIBBEAN Festival as a tool for reciprocal access to audiovisual 

creation from both sides would be a perfect meeting point for exchanges of 

artistic resources and works. 

 

6.5.IMPLEMENTATION OF BILATERAL CO-PRODUCTION  AGREEMENTS  

                                       

 

39
 See Media programme website: http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/media/index_en.htm    
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Although Caribbean works could be accepted as European works in the 

conditions described above without any reference to a specific bilateral 

cooperation agreement, the granting of preferential treatment (Article 5.2 of the 

Protocol on Cultural Cooperation referring directly to Article 16 of the Unesco 

Convention) is certainly conducive to concluding bilateral co-production 

agreements with EU countries.   

 

Article 5.1 of the PCC addresses this issue:   

"1. The Parties shall encourage the negotiation of new and implementation of 

existing co-production agreements between one or several Member states of 

the EU and one or several signatory CARIFORUM states". 

 

The "encouragement" referred to here needs to be discussed between the 

parties.  Can the "encouragement" take the form of financial assistance, for 

instance?  Or to what other practicable solutions does "shall encourage" refer?  

The wording is not purely passive but is a prescription for a dynamic process 

of agreement building. 

 

As has been observed by some experts in the case of African films, "given the 

virtual non-existence of public funding devoted to film production in African 

countries, the co-production phenomenon is essentially based on support 

programmes established by European countries.  However, these programmes 

present problems, including a heavy administrative burden, possible 

impediments to the development of African film production companies, the 

dominant influence of European taste and the homogenization of production"40. 

                                       

 

40
 See Emmanuel Cocq's contribution to the UNESCO report "Trends in Audiovisual Markets, Regional perspectives 

from the South: Audiovisual markets in the developing world, statistical assessment of 11 countries" UNESCO 

2006.  

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001461/146192e.pdf 
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As far as the Jamaica/UK co-production agreement goes, no co-production 

has been initiated since the agreement was signed despite it being 

considered-as a best practice in most Caribbean countries.  The lack of a 

financial counterpart could eventually be an obstacle to the smooth 

development of bilateral co-production agreements.   

 

One possible way to address the lack of funding from Caribbean countries 

could be to set up a Caribbean Fund for co-productions open to: 

- co-productions between CARIFORUM countries; 

- co-productions between CARIFORUM countries and EU countries. 

EU technical assistance and even financial41 assistance would be sought42. 

 

A third way needs to be proposed here.  Besides the bilateral co-production 

agreements under the PCC as discussed above, the interaction between 

Caribbean and EU countries also needs to take into account the various 

funding systems that EU countries have developed to facilitate co-production 

with southern countries. 

 

                                                                                                               

 

 

 
41

 Some stakeholders have remarked on the difficulty of accessing ACP film funds for Caribbean film 

production.  Clarification is needed of the number of films of Caribbean origin funded by the ACP film 

fund. 

42 One example of best practice in regional funding for the film industry is EURIMAGES (33 
European countries co-finance a co-production fund.  In 2008, EURIMAGES' budget was 
€21.787 million (co-production support:  €20 200 000, i.e., 92.72% of the total budget, 
distribution support: €854 000, i.e.,  3.92% of the total, theatre support: €665 000, i.e.,  
3.05% of the total, digitization support:€68 000, i.e.,  0.31% of the total)  
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The Fonds Sud43 (France) and IBERMEDIA44 (Spain) merit special 

consideration. 

                                       

 

43
 The Fonds Sud Cinéma provides support to feature, animation and creative documentary film projects intended 

for theatrical release in France and abroad. A total of €2M is allocated to the Fund.  The average aid awarded to a 

film is 110,000 Euros, and cannot exceed 152,000 Euros. 25% to 50% of the support is allocated to production 

spending with southern countries.  African, Latin American, Middle East and Asian countries are eligible.  

 
44

 The Iberamerican Support Fund was established in November l997 as part of the audiovisual policy of the 

Iberamerican Audiovisual and Cinematographic Authorities Conference (CAACI). Through calls and with financial 

support, IBERMEDIA intends to create an Iberamerican Audiovisual space in the Member States.   Ibermedia’s 

aims are:  

Development: 

• To promote the development of market-led projects addressed especially to Iberamerican countries. 

• To create an appropriate environment for the development and integration in the network of Iberamerican 

film production companies. 

Coproduction: 

• To promote through technical and financial support the development of co-production projects submitted by 

Iberamerican independent producers, including the benefit of the audiovisual heritage. 

• To support Iberamerican production companies which are capable of developing these projects. 

• To encourage the  integration  of these co-productions in the network 

Delivery, Distribution and Exhibition: 

• To strengthen and encourage the audiovisual product distribution and exhibition sectors  in Iberamerican 

countries. 

• To promote the integration of Iberamerican  distribution companies in the supranational network 

• To increase promotion and help create content for international sales and markets. 

Training: 

• To promote the continuing training of professionals in audiovisual management. 

• To promote the use and development of new technologies by audiovisual management professionals.   

• To promote cooperation and the exchange of knowledge between the professional sectors. 

IBERMEDIA FUND is ratified by 18 member States and observers of the CAACI who support the Programme: 

Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, 

Portugal, Puerto Rico, Spain, Uruguay and Venezuela.   IBERMEDIA is managed by an intergovernmental 

Committee (CII), each Member State appoints a representative from an official film body.  The Committee defines 

the policy, the different types of support and undertakes the necessary functioning procedures according to the 

Regulation clauses of the Iberamerican Programme. The Intergovernmental Committee usually meets once a year 

to decide the projects and the amount of support. In this structure the Technical IBERMEDIA Unit (UTI) is 

responsible for the execution and the functioning of the Programme.  The financial resources of the Fund mainly 

come from contribution of the member States and repayments from the loans already granted.                       
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6.6.CONCLUSION 

 

Various options are available: 

 

a) Co-production works of non-EU non-US origin as the best hope of 

accessing the European market.  This is more likely for films than TV 

programs. 

 

b) Leverage the new Television without Frontiers Directive provision granting 

European work status to Caribbean works that fall within the Protocol on 

Cultural Cooperation, are co-produced through a Caribbean-European 

partnership and satisfy the 20% - 80% investment balance.  To maximize 

co-productions between Caribbean and European producers, links 

between human and artistic resources on both sides need to be 

encouraged by using the PCC opportunities (article 5.2: organization of 

festivals, seminars, etc.).  Workshops and seminars between professionals 

on both sides need to be developed focused on script-writing, co-

production and distribution, online and web production and distribution. A 

EURO-CARIBBEAN Festival showcasing European and Caribbean 

creative works should be organized on a yearly basis. 

c) The granting of preferential treatment could help Caribbean countries to 

negotiate bilateral co-production agreements with EU countries. 

d) However, where co-production agreements are developed with EU 

countries, Caribbean countries will have to put up reasonable own 

resources in order to give full application to the agreement.   

e) Thought should be given to a mutual fund financed by Caribbean countries 

which would be used to develop co-productions in Caribbean countries and 

between Caribbean countries and EU countries (following the example of 

EURIMAGES, which could act as a template for such a Fund). 

f) EU technical and financial assistance is called for under the Protocol on 

Cultural Cooperation 
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6.7.RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

a) Caribbean countries need to take full advantage of the provision in the 

Protocol on Cultural Cooperation that gives Caribbean works co-produced 

with European producers full access to the European television and online 

markets (Caribbean works equated to European works under certain 

conditions). 

b) Links between audiovisual producers and both sides need to be developed 

to take full advantage of the Protocol’s preference provisions. 

c) The granting of preferential treatment is a simple conduit for developing 

bilateral co-production agreements between EU countries and some 

Caribbean countries. 

d) Thought should be given to a Caribbean audiovisual fund for intra-

Caribbean and EU-Caribbean co-productions. 

e) Technical assistance under the PCC and possibly financial assistance for 

the creation of the Caribbean Audiovisual Fund is called for. 

f) A EURO-CARIBBEAN Festival should be staged as a regular meeting 

point for human and artistic resources and also reciprocal exchanges and 

access to audiovisual works. 
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7. THE SOUTHERN EXPERIENCE IN FILM AND AUDIOVISUAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

In this chapter, we will open fact finding concerning development of 

audiovisual industry in South countries.  No central or transparent data are 

collected by an organism such as the European Audiovisual Observatory 

(EAO), where collections of data concerning film industry and TV broadcasting 

are gathered and are available for professional and public. 

 

The EAO produces equally legal notice on different laws aiming at promoting 

audiovisual industry in European Member states of the European Union and 

Council of Europe members.  All this information serves the development of 

audiovisual industry.  Concerning the South countries, access to information 

needs to quote national information when existing, direct interviews with 

authorities in charge of audiovisual sector (when existing), information by 

participation to seminars related to south audiovisual development.  Special 

meetings were settled very recently during last Cannes Film Festival to discuss 

directly with the government authorities of some countries. 

 

Before summarizing and evaluating the development in South countries of 

audiovisual sector, recommendations need to be addressed. 

 

The lack of information on audiovisual market and regulation is prejudicial to 

the development of the sector.  It is of great importance that, at this stage, 

information is collected and analyzed in order to help development and 

progress of audiovisual sector on Caribbean market. 

 

For this reason, an audiovisual observatory aiming to assess, collect and store 

information on audiovisual production and distribution, legal development and 
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public policies initiatives, needs to be created.  For this purpose, technical 

assistance of EU under the Protocol on cultural cooperation is requested. 

 

 

 

 

Recommendation 

To build an audiovisual observatory for CARIFORUM countries aiming to 

collect and share the information on audiovisual production, TV broadcaster, 

local audiovisual market, legal development and public policies in 

CARIFORUM countries. 

 

 

 
7.1. LATIN AMERICA45  

 
7.1.1. Venezuela  

 
7.1.1.1. Legal framework 

 

En matière cinématographique la révision de la loi relative à la  
cinématographique nationale a permis d'augmenter d une façon 
significative les aides destinées à l'industrie.  La «  Plateforme 
du Cinéma  » regroupe différentes institutions: Société 
Nationale de Distribution de films AMAZONIA CINE, Centre 
National Autonome de la Cinématographie (CNAC), Fondation 
de la Cinémathèque Nationale, Fondation Villa du Cinéma.  Elle 
a pour mission de diriger, d´orienter et de suivre la mise en 

                                       

 

45
 Special thanks to Thierry Forte.  Thierry Forte has been appointed by the European Commission to assess the 

Latin American market for Media International program.  Thanks to the information gathered by Thierry Forte, it 

was possible to summarize here main trends of the Latin American audiovisual market. 
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place des politiques stratégiques définis par le « Ministère du 
Pouvoir Populaire pour la Culture » afin d’optimiser des 
programmes dans les domaines de la création, de la formation, 
de la production, et de la diffusion cinématographique et 
audiovisuelle. Le Ministère a pour objectif de créer les 
conditions d'une profonde transformation dans la gestion 
culturelle.  

 
 Parmi les conditions définies par le ministère, on retiendra les 
programmes suivants inscrits dans la loi relative à la 
cinématographie nationale. 

 
� Un programme permettant la création dans tous les états du 

pays d´au moins une salle de Cinéma dotés des meilleures 
conditions technique de projection et qui offre une 
programmation diversifiée á moitié prix pour permettre au 
Vénézuéliens de conditions modestes de découvrir d autres 
films.  

 
� Un programme appelé Villa du Cinéma  qui développera des 

productions audiovisuelles sur l identité et la diversité 
culturelle du peuple Vénézuélien en insistant sur les valeurs 
de libertés, de solidarités, de justice et de paix. 

 
� Un programme de soutien à la production nationale en 

favorisant des œuvres cinématographiques qui n`est pas un 
caractère publicitaire ou propagandiste. 

 
� Le Centre National Autonome de la Cinématographie 

(CNAC) soutien chaque année des projets au niveau de l 
écriture, au niveau du développement et au niveau de la 
production et de la post production. De même il soutient la 
coproduction minoritaire avec les pays qui ont des accords 
issus du programme IBERMEDIA.  Le CNAC se charge 
également d aider les films Vénézuéliens au moment de 
leurs sorties  en salles en apportant une aide financière pour 
la création du matériel publicitaire et pour le tirage des 
copies et des bandes annonces.  Egalement il se charge 
d'accompagner les films vénézuéliens sélectionnés dans les 
Festivals internationaux. 

 

 

7.1.1.2. Market development 
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  Ces 20 dernières années, le nombre de complexes et de 
multiplexes en forte augmentation au Venezuela a été  de pair 
avec la floraison de centres commerciaux dans les principales 
villes du pays. Les deux principaux circuits qui se partagent le 
marché de l´exploitation au Venezuela sont  Cines Unidos (32 
% des écrans) et Cinex (25% des écrans).  Les salles 
indépendantes au Venezuela représentent 15% des écrans sur  
l´ensemble du pays.  Dans le domaine culturel, la 
Cinémathèque National a crée un réseau de 12 cinémathèques 
régionales, 117 salles communautaires.  

 

Pour palier au manque de salles en zone rurale, l´état 
Vénézuélien a créé un réseau de salles avec la Fondation de la 
cinémathèque. La programmation comprend chaque année tous 
les films Vénézuéliens et aussi les films appelés ici "Alternatifs" 
(films arts et essais).  Les salles commerciales peuvent , elles 
aussi, programmer des films  "Alternatifs" dans ce cas, 
conformément á la loi en vigueur .   Elles reçoivent une 
subvention ou une exonération du paiement de la taxe  pour le 
Fonds de Promotion et  de Financement du Cinéma  appelé : 
FONPROCINE.  

 

Le marché du VENEZUELA représentait en 2007 : 22 million 
d'entrées, 505 films sortis dans l´année et 84 million de $  de 
recettes.   Les films  américains représentent à eux seuls 212 
films (19 212 929 entrées) soit une part de marché supérieur à 
86% (1,3 million d'entrées pour les films Vénézuéliens, 1,3 
million d'entrées pour l'ensemble des films européens). 

 

 
7.1.2. Mexique  

 
7.1.2.1. Legal framework 

 
Au niveau Fédéral il existe différentes institutions et organismes 
qui gèrent les structures audiovisuelles, les principaux sont :  
� Secretaría de Educación Pública (SEP). (Secrétariat de 

l`Education). 
� Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes (CNCA). 

(Conseil National pour la Culture et les Arts). 
� Instituto Mexicano de Cinematografía (IMCINE). (Institut 

Mexicain de la Cinématographie). 
 

En Coordination avec le CNCA, IMCINE gère à la fois le fond 
pour la production cinématographique de qualité appelé 
FOPROCINE ,le fonds pour les investissements 
cinématographique appelé (FIDECINE) et le fond d`incitation 
fiscale pour les projets de production cinéma au niveau national 
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appelé EFICINE,Les Studios Churubusco-Azteca S.A., Canal 
22, Canal 11, TV UNA. 

 
� La Loi fédérale de la cinématographie: 

Dans ces «  dispositions générales » ce texte précise : 
"l´industrie cinématographique est un moyen d'expression 
artistique et éducatif, les films sont des œuvres d´art, unique 
et irremplaçable qui doivent être préservé".  En production 
et en distribution, il est précisé que l´état sera en charge de 
son développement á travers une politique de subventions 
et d´aides diverses. Concernant l´exploitation en salles le 
texte précise : «  …..Les exploitants devront réserver 10% 
de leurs écrans aux films nationaux… les tirages des copies 
et l ensemble des services techniques des films étrangers 
devront être effectués au Mexique à l exception de 
dispositions prises entre les états ultérieurement …y 
compris les doublages en langue Espagnol…..Tous les films 
sortant commercialement au Mexique devront être soumis á 
l`approbation de la commission de classification…. » 

 
� La  Loi de défiscalisation : ( Ley  de impuestos sobre la 

renta) 

Cette loi permet aux contribuables mexicains, entreprises ou 
personne physique de déduire 50% de ses investissements 
dans les œuvres culturelles en générale incluant la 
production de films de longs métrages. Le Mexique est un 
marché important par son volume mais extrêmement 
déséquilibré au profit des productions nord-américaines. 

 

7.1.2.2. Market development 

 

Le Mexique est un des pays ou le niveau de production est 
très élevé (Plus de 70 films produit en 2007). Les 
coproductions et les demandes d aides internationales ne 
sont pas  nombreuses car le système d´incitation fiscale 
régit par le décret 226 de la loi sur le Cinéma permet, 
depuis sa création en 2005, au producteur Mexicain de 
financer l´intégralité du coût d´un film au niveau national 
sans recourir aux aides ou aux coproductions 
internationales dans 80% des cas.  

 

Le point négatif reste la sortie en salles. En 2006 et 2007, 
près de 50% des films Mexicains n´ont pas trouvés de 
distributeurs ou de salles de salles de diffusion.  Un 
phénomène récent montre que de nombreux producteurs 
deviennent eux même distributeurs afin de tenter leur 
chance.  
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Dans le cas contraire, de nombreux films mexicains ne sont 
jamais diffusés en salles. Ils sont pour la plupart vendu 
directement aux chaînes de télévisions culturelles 
appartenant à l`état pour des sommes qui varient entre 
5000 et 8000 USD par titre. Les ventes vidéo restant très 
faible voir inexistantes sur ces titres.   

                  

7.1.2.3.  The Internet market 

 

Il s´agit pour l´instant d`un embryon de marché (seulement 
2% de foyers  et 4% en zone urbaine)  sont connectés à 
l´Internet haut débit.   Une infime partie de la population 
Mexicaine serait susceptible de pouvoir télécharger des 
programmes.  Il existe de nombreux fournisseurs d'accès à 
Internet, bien qu'ils utilisent tous le réseau Telmex. Il y a 
souvent des  « paquets » (câble et ligne téléphonique 
offerts ensemble à un tarif réduit).  Prodigy Internet est le 
principal fournisseur de services Internet, avec une 
estimation de 92% de  part de marché. Il est également le 
chef de file en wifi (hotspots) et à large bande (DSL) accès. 
Le service à large bande est appelé Prodigy l'infini et est 
disponible á une vitesse de 512kbits / s, 1024 kbit / s, 2048 
kbit / s et 4096 kbit / s.  Prodigy Internet au Mexique fait 
partie de Telmex (Teléfonos de México) et sa société sœur 
Telnor (Teléfonos del Noroeste).   Hot Spots WiFi pour la 
connexion à Internet sont disponibles dans plusieurs 
endroits autour de la ville, en particulier dans des galeries 
marchandes, les magasins, les  café et les restaurants. 
Beaucoup d'entre eux sont exploités par la compagnie de 
téléphone mexicaine Telmex par le biais de leur division 
Internet Prodigy Movil. Afin d'être en mesure de se 
connecter dans ces lieux, l'utilisateur doit être abonné au 
service ou  acheter une carte prépayée.  

 

 
7.1.3  Argentine 

 

7.1.3.1. Legal framework 

 

Les entités gouvernementales et les instruments 
administratifs 
- La culture : www.cultura.gov.ar 
- Secrétariat de la nation  
- Présidence de la Nation  
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- Inca - Institut national du cinéma et des arts 
audiovisuels 

 
� INCAA : 

L'Institut national du cinéma et des arts audiovisuels 
fonctionne comme une entité autarcique dépend du  
Ministère de la Culture et de l'Education de la nation. Il est 
chargé de promouvoir et de réglementer l'activité 
cinématographique à travers l'Argentine et à l'étranger, 
conformément aux dispositions de la Loi du Cinéma 23 
377. 

 
� Commission du Film Argentine :  

Elle appartient à l`INCAA, membre du AFCI, une 
association internationale des commissions de films.  

Ce comité a pour principaux objectifs: de promouvoir, aux 
niveaux national et international, les lieux pittoresques,  les 
attractions, les  sites historiques et d'autres zones du 
territoire de la République, utiles dans la production 
audiovisuelle; Promouvoir la participation des ressources 
locales de l'industrie cinématographique et audiovisuelle et 
de fournir un service de gestion à l'octroi des permis requis 
pour un tournage. 

 
� BASET : www.buenosaires.gov.ar /zones/ production/ 

industries/ Baset 

« Buenos Aires Ensemble Tournage » a été vue depuis sa 
création comme un bureau d'assistance à la production 
audiovisuelle de la ville, pou promouvoir au niveau national 
et international les tournages et donc de générer de 
nouveaux emplois et augmenter les investissements dans 
ce secteur. Ses principales fonctions sont d'aider les 
équipes de production audiovisuelle, offrant des conseils et 
des informations sur les emplacements et les services de 
production et de gérer les autorisations pour filmer dans les 
lieux publics. 

 
� BaFilm : Commission des images de la province de 
Buenos Aires Gouvernement de la province de Buenos 
Aires:  

www.ic.gba.gov.ar/industrias_culturales/bafilm/bafilm.htm 
La Commission Tir a été créé pour promouvoir et 
encourager l'ancre de la production audiovisuelle dans la 
province de Buenos Aires. À cette fin, encourage et facilite 
l'utilisation de bonaerenses endroits à travers une gamme 
de services gratuits qui sont fournis au niveau national et 
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les producteurs étrangers de films, la télévision, la publicité 
et le graphisme. 

 

Toutes les mesures visant à soutenir la réalisation, le 
lancement et la distribution de films de fictions ou de 
documentaires   dépendent de L`INCAA (l’Institut de 
développement de la gestion nationale du film et des arts 
audiovisuels) qui intervient dans l'application de la politique 
de promotion de la production cinématographique et 
audiovisuelle.  

Un crédit à la production a été instauré et représente plus 
de 50% du budget de l'œuvre remboursable à l`Institut dans 
l éventualité d un succès commercial.  De même, il existe 
une aide à la distribution pour les films Argentins selon le 
devis de sorties des œuvres et de leurs programmations. 

 

7.1.3.2. Market development 

 

En 2007, les films argentins ont recueillis 4 million 
d'entrées, les films étrangers (US) ont recueillis 30 million 
d'entrées.  Avec 4 162 587 entrées en 2006 et 3 254 937 
en 2007, l´Argentine possède la part de marché du cinéma 
national  la plus élevée de toute l´Amérique Latine. Selon 
les chiffres fournis par l´Institut du Cinéma Argentin, 39 
films Européens ou de coproductions Européenne sont 
sortis dans les salles en Argentine en 2006 totalisant 1 452 
958 entrées. (Cela représentait à peine 4% de part de 
marché).  53 films sortis en 2007 totalisant 4 238 399 
entrées (13,5% de part de marché). Cette amélioration est 
faussée par les sorties de films comme Harry Potter 1 410 
148 entrées à lui seul et d´autres coproductions entre 
l´Angleterre ou l´Allemagne et les Etats-Unis. 

 

Depuis plusieurs années les politiques de soutien á l 
industrie cinématographique ont portés leurs fruits. Et l 
`Argentine produit en moyenne plus de 80 films par an, de 
nombreux metteurs en scènes ont été reconnus dans les 
festivals important dans le monde . Sélectionnés à Cannes 
et primés á Berlin, Venise et San Sébastien, le Cinéma 
Argentin s internationalise même si pour le moment il n est 
pas toujours couronné de succès en Europe. 
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7.1.3.3. The Internet market  

 

L´Internet démarre très doucement comme la VOD (Vidéo à 
la demande).  

La vidéo est un marché complètement anéanti par la 
piraterie, dans tous les pays d´ Amérique Latine, pas 
seulement pour les films Européens qui sont moins 
présents sur le marché. 

 

 

7.1.4   Colombie 

 

7.1.4.1. Legal framework.  

 

Une loi destinée à développer l´industrie 
cinématographique et principalement la production de films 
de long métrage Colombien est adoptée en juillet 2003.   Il 
s`agit de créer un fond pour le développement de l´industrie 
Cinématographique appelé : CUOTA O FONDO PARA EL 
DESARROLLO CINEMATOGRAFICO. 

Ce fonds réunit près de 3 Millions de US Dollars par an 
depuis sa création, investit dans la production et la 
distribution de films nationaux, dans la formation, dans la 
création d une industrie technique et dans la conservation 
du patrimoine. 

 

Ce fonds est alimenté de la façon suivante : 
- 5% des recettes salles sur la part du producteur. 
- 8,5% des recettes salles sur la part exploitant. 
- 8,5% des recettes salles sur la part distributeur 
(uniquement sur les films étrangers). 

 

Cette loi va permettre aussi  aux contribuables Colombiens     
d´investir ou de faire des dons à des projets  de films 
nationaux uniquement, de courts ou de longs métrages 
agréés par le Ministère de la Culture par l'intermédiaire du 
Département de cinématographie, les autorisant à déduire 
de leur revenu imposable pendant la période de 
l'investissement ou du don et quelle que soit ces revenus  
cent vingt-cinq pour cent (125%) des sommes investies ou 
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donnés. Pour bénéficier de cette réduction il est 
indispensable d´obtenir un certificat d`investisseur ou de 
donateur délivré par le Ministère de la Culture.  En quatre 
ans, la production de films de long métrage a plus que 
doublé pour atteindre entre 10 et 14 films produits, selon 
les années. 

 

La loi Général de la Culture de 1997 à permis la création du 
Fond Mixte pour la Promotion Cinématographique 
« PROIMAGENES »,c´est une corporation sans but lucratif 
qui a pour but de soutenir,de consolider le patrimoine 
culturel et éducatif de tout ce qui touche à « l´image » et 
parallèlement à cela de développer l´industrie 
Cinématographique Colombienne. 

L´objectif de ce fond  est d agir en coordination avec les 
programmes de la Direction de la Cinématographie du 
Ministère de la Culture pour développer les mécanismes 
d´aides pour l`exploitation, la distribution,et la production et 
la conservation du patrimoine. PROIMAGENES EN 
MOVIMIENTO compte sur une participation privée et 
publique :Pour le secteur Public : les Ministères de la 
Culture, de l´éduction et de la communication, l´Université 
Nationale, Colciencias, et la direction des impôts et des 
douanes( DIAN).  Pour le secteur privé : Kodak, Ciné 
Colombia S.A, la Fondation Patrimonio Filmico Colombiano 
et l´Association Colombienne des distributeurs de films. 
Sont représentés également les secteurs de la production 
et de la réalisation, comme membres de son comité 
directeur.  

 

 

 

7.1.4.2.  Market development  

 

Le marché de la salle de Cinéma en Colombie représente 
en 2007, 20 million d' entrées et $ 13 million de Pesos 
Colombien de recettes (Environ 49,5 Millions d´Euros).   

 

Comme dans la plupart des pays d´Amérique Latine le 
Cinéma Nord-Américain occupe une part de marché 
d´environ 80% avec plus de 16 millions de spectateurs.  Le 
Cinéma national avec 10 films sortis cette année totalise : 2 
240 834 spectateurs et le Cinéma Européen (58 titres) 
totalise : 1 874 295 entrées (comptabilisant comme « film 
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Européen » Harry Potter avec 684 000 spectateurs).  Fort 
de la nouvelle loi sur le Cinéma de 2003, le cinéma 
Colombien sort dix films et réussit à capter un public  de 
plus de 2,2 Millions de spectateurs. La défense du Cinéma 
national en production, en distribution et dans les salles 
donnent ces premiers résultats positifs. 

 

il existe une quantité importante de sociétés de productions 
(Cinéma, Documentaire, fictions et publicités) mais 
seulement 8 à 10 entreprises travaillent régulièrement en 
développant et produisant 1 ou 2 films de longs métrages 
tous les deux ans en moyenne.  Le manque de 
connaissances des dirigeants, le manque de formation, 
fragilise le secteur de la production.  Les différents 
distributeurs en Colombie achètent des films sous une 
forme de forfait tous droits, et très souvent pour plusieurs 
territoires de la zone Andine (Pérou, Equateur, Bolivie) ou 
d´Amérique Centrale (Panama, Honduras, Costa Rica, 
Nicaragua, Guatemala et Belize). 

Pour les productions nationales, les distributeurs ne font 
que très rarement l´avance des frais de publicités et des 
frais  d´édition. Le producteur se charge seul de ces frais 
soit en les incluant dans le coût du film soit par la recherche 
de sponsor au moment de la sortie. 

 

Au niveau des chiffres : 
o L´Augmentation de 155% du nombre de 

spectateurs pour les films Colombiens 
(2004 :944.700 entrées/   2007 : 2 404 998 
entrées) 

o Augmentation de 21% du nombre de spectateurs 
dans les salles de cinéma.  (2004 = 17 122 000 
entrées  /  2007 = 20 669 000 entrées) 

o Depuis 2004, 23 millions de dollars ont été investis 
dans l´industrie cinématographique, 10,2 millions 
dans la production de 348 projets et 8 millions au 
titre de la défiscalisation.  

 

7.1.4.3.   The Internet market. 

 

Selon les chiffres du ministère de la communication 92,1% 
du territoire nationale est en mesure de recevoir les 
réseaux permettant les connections Internet (Plus de 1031 
municipalités). 
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Les nouveaux abonnés se connectent á l´Internet haut 
débit (en augmentation de plus de 24% au premier 
trimestre 2008). La très grande majorité des abonnés 
utilisent Internet comme un élément de correspondance, de 
travail et de divertissement selon l´enquête menés par le 
ministère en Juin 2008. 

Des cas de piratages sont apparus dernièrement chez des 
abonnés qui téléchargent des films et les piratent pour les 
revendre sur le marché. Il s´agit  uniquement de films Nord 
Américains pour l´instant. 

Le nombre d´abonnes  à l´internet  à augmente de 28.5% 
au premier trimestre 2008 (1.774.600 abonnes).  60% de 
ces souscripteurs optent pour l´internet à haut débit 
(950.316 foyers). 

 

 

7.1.5   Chili 

 

7.1.5.1.   Legal framework   

 

La loi de 1991 sur la culture prévoit des incitations fiscales à 
hauteur de 50% des dons à des fins culturelles.  Le 
bénéficiaire du don doit nécessairement  être un organisme à 
but non lucratif  et doit également  présenté et faire 
approuver un projet culturel par la commission qui octroie 
ces  subventions. Avec cette approbation, l'Internal Revenue 
Services (IBS) lui délivrera un certificat conforme aux 
montants recueillis. Les donateurs peuvent utiliser ce 
certificat comme  remise annuelle de ses recettes fiscales 
d'environ 50% du montant du don ou augmenter ces «  
dépenses » de 100% du montant  pour ainsi  réduire leur 
impôt sur le revenu 

Il est important de remarquer que le producteur audiovisuel 
ne sera pas le premier bénéficiaire de ces dons, il devra 
donc obtenir un accord  avec une entité à but non lucratif 
pour pouvoir utiliser ces fonds dans la production (par 
exemple payer ses fournisseurs) .Cette entité dans la 
majorité des cas lui offrira «  ce service « moyennant une 
commission qui peut varier entre 5% et 15%  

En 2003, la loi a subit des amendements pour éviter des 
abus en réduisant de 19% à 2% de leurs revenus le montant 
maximal qu`une entreprise peut investir sous forme de dons. 
Mais à partir de ce moment là, seul les très grosses 
entreprises pouvaient effectuer des dons.  
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7.1.6.  Brazil 

 

7.1.6.1. Legal framework 

 

Grâce à des mécanismes de défiscalisation qui favorisent 
l’implication de sponsors privés en permettant aux 
entreprises privées d’investir jusqu’à 3 % de leurs impôts 
dans le cinéma (Loi Rouanet de 1990, Loi audiovisuelle de 
1996, création de l’Agence Nationale du Cinéma en 
septembre 2001 et des Funcines, l’équivalent brésilien des 
SOFICA), la production de films brésiliens ne cesse 
désormais d’augmenter d’année en année depuis 10 ans. La 
BNDES (Banque Nationale de Développement Economique 
et Sociale) participe également activement au financement 
de la production.   

 

A noter que l’un des autres principaux mécanismes de 
financement permet aux majors américaines d’investir dans 
la production des films brésiliens une partie des taxes dues 
sur les royalties envoyées à l’extérieur (« Article 39 »). Ceci 
explique que les plus grosses productions brésiliennes sont 
en général distribuées par des majors – au détriment des 
sociétés de distribution nationales. 

 

Contrairement à l’Argentine, le cinéma brésilien est resté 
longtemps assez peu ouvert aux coproductions 
internationales. L’abondance de financement national, le 
particularisme linguistique et l’importance du marché intérieur 
sont les principales causes de ce relatif isolement vis-à-vis 
du cinéma du reste du monde.  

 

Cette situation est en train de changer sous l’impulsion de 
l’ANCINE (Agence Nationale du Cinéma) qui a signé ou 
rénové de nombreux accords de coproductions et met en 
place des mécanismes financiers pour inciter les producteurs 
à rechercher des partenariats avec l’étranger. 

Un grand nombre de pays sont liés au Brésil par des accords 
bilatéraux : Argentine, Allemagne, Canada, Chili, Espagne, 
France, Italie, Portugal et Vénézuela.  Le Brésil participe 
également à des programmes multilatéraux comme l’Accord 
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d’intégration Cinématographique Ibéro Américain et l’Accord 
Latino-Américain de Coproduction Cinématographique. Des 
programmes que les producteurs brésiliens utilisent 
abondamment dans le cadre du programme Ibermédia par 
exemple.  

 

De même a été crée en 2006 le programme « Cinema do 
Brasil », partenariat entre le ministère de la Culture et le 
ministère du Commerce Extérieur (APEX) avec l’appui de 
l’ANCINE et du ministère des Affaires Etrangères. Grâce à 
ce programme, qui finance les activités internationales des 
producteurs et distributeurs brésiliens, la présence 
brésilienne s’est renforcée dans les festivals, les marchés et 
les rencontres professionnelles dans le monde entier.  Les 
coproductions internationales sont passées de 5 en 2003 à 
32 en 2007.  

 

La quasi-totalité des coproductions internationales sont des 
films majoritaires brésiliens. La réciprocité est encore difficile 
dans la mesure où les mécanismes de financements 
brésiliens sont peu ouverts à des projets étrangers et où il 
n’existe aucun mécanisme pour inciter financièrement les 
tournages étrangers au Brésil,  comme c’est le cas en 
Afrique du Sud par exemple. En 2007 a toutefois été tournée 
l’une des premières coproductions minoritaires brésiliennes : 
Birdwatchers, film italien entièrement tourné au Brésil et 
coproduit par Gullane Films. La prochaine sera Amazonia, 
fiction animalière au budget de 12 M Euros, produite par 
Gédéon Films et coproduite - là encore - par Gullane Films. 

 

L’ANCINE réfléchit à la mise en place de mécanismes 
financiers susceptibles de renforcer cette tendance. D’abord, 
des fonds financiers bilatéraux ont été créés avec certains 
pays comme le Portugal (environ 600 000 dollars pour aider 
2 coproductions luso-brésiliennes majoritaires et 2 
minoritaires) ou des régions comme la Galicie. « Par ailleurs, 
il est prévu de mettre en place un fonds spécifique pour les 
coproductions internationales au sein de l’ANCINE. Il n’est 
pas rare en effet qu’un projet brésilien qui trouve un ou 
plusieurs coproducteurs internationaux, soit bloqué parce 
qu’il ne trouve pas de financement au niveau national ». 

 

Les majors distribuent aussi les films brésiliens 
commerciaux.  La domination des majors s’appuie également 
sur le cinéma populaire brésilien, à travers une loi qui leur 
permet de coproduire et de distribuer pratiquement sans 
risques les productions locales les plus commerciales. 
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L’article 3 de la loi sur l’audiovisuel permet en effet aux 
entreprises de distribution brésiliennes de récupérer 70 % 
des impôts dus au titre de l’envoi de royalties à l’étranger, 
lorsque ces fonds sont investis dans la coproduction d’un film 
brésilien. Ce mécanisme est devenu l’une des principales 
sources de financement du cinéma brésilien (40 % en 2006) 
en particulier pour les longs métrages les plus commerciaux. 
En 2007, les majors ont ainsi lancé 15 films brésiliens, dont 
le plus commercial d’entre eux (Troupe d’Elite). 

 

De fait, à de rares exceptions. les plus grands succès 
commerciaux brésiliens de ces dernières années ont tous été 
lancés par des majors hollywoodiennes, ce qui ne fait que 
renforcer leur pouvoir d’imposer leurs règles du jeu aux 
exploitants. Cette grande dépendance à l’égard de ce 
financement n’est pas une situation propice à la mise en 
place de politiques susceptibles de limiter la présence des 
filiales des majors au Brésil. 

 

Le cinéma brésilien bénéficie pourtant de conditions 
législatives plutôt favorables : il existe ainsi des quotas de 
programmation de films brésiliens imposés aux exploitants. 
Pour un cinéma d’un seul écran, ce quota est de 28 jours par 
an avec un minimum de 2 films brésiliens différents. Ce 
quota est progressif en fonction du nombre d’écrans : les 
complexes de 4 salles doivent consacrer 196 jours par an 
aux films brésiliens (4 films différents minimums), ceux de 10 
écrans 490 jours (10 films), etc.  

 

De fait, il n’existe aucune politique publique favorable à la 
diversité cinématographique au Brésil : les distributeurs sont 
taxés lourdement pour avoir le droit d’exploiter des films 
étrangers au Brésil (« CONDECINE » - Contribution au 
Développement du Cinéma = plus de 1000 Euros de pour 
chaque média : salles, vidéo, TV à péage, TV hertzienne), 
lors de l’envoi de minimas garantis à l’étranger et par la 
douane.  

 

 

7.1.6.2. Market development 

 

Il n’existe pas au Brésil de statistiques officielles concernant 
la production annuelle de films. On retient donc le nombre de 
films brésiliens lancés en salles. 
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� En 2007, ce sont ainsi 82 films brésiliens qui ont été 
distribués dans les cinémas, dont 28 documentaire et 
54 fictions. Un record dans l’histoire du cinéma 
brésilien. 

� Le budget moyen des films brésiliens est estimé entre 
1,5 et 2 millions de Reais (entre 600 et 800 000 Euros). 

� Le total des montants défiscalisés utilisés dans la 
production de films a atteint 146,9 M Reais en 2007, 
soit environ 60 M Euros.  

 

 

 

7.2. ASIA (INDIA)    

 

There is no Ministry of Culture in India. Information has long been under State 

monitoring. Today, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB) is 

responsible for audiovisual regulation in India. It defines national audiovisual 

policy and is in charge of public radio and television, and the film industry. 

In the film sector, the MIB supervises film training, film festival organisation, 

and censorship. The Central Board of Film Certification constitutes a decisive 

step for the future of film in India (especially imported films) and controls films 

that flout public order, decency and morality. 

 

 

7.2.1 Broadcasting sector: from public monopoly to 350 channels 

The audiovisual landscape changed radically at the start of the 90s. 

The liberalisation of the audiovisual sector means that radio and 

television companies have to cope with competition.  

Public service broadcasting (the Doordarshan, consisting of 20 

channels in Hindi or regional languages) is responsible for covering all 

national major political, cultural and social events, regardless of viewing 

figures. As a consequence, public service channels face competition 

from satellite and cable broadcasters’ successful offers and contents.  
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A third of Doordarshan financing comes from the State budget, and 

25% from institutional and ministerial campaigns or “great causes”. 

Advertising, and above all, program sponsoring, contribute to the 

financing of Indian public service broadcasting. 

India has at least 50 movie channels among the 300 channels 

available. Only Bollywood channel and Hollywood channel have a 

national audience. Four categories of channels dedicated to cinema 

can be distinguished: 

- Bollywood channels (“must carry”), in Hindi: the recent big 
productions are broadcast first on these channels, supported by 
high marketing costs, soon after film release. 

- Hollywood channels, in English: they play a key role in familiarising 
audiences with western cinema. 

- Regional channels: each region develops its own cinema. As a 
consequence, regions have their own movie channels. 

- Catalogue channels: dozens of channels show vintage films. 

Three “World Cinema” channels were also launched in 2008, providing 
real opportunities for foreign countries’ films. 

 

7.2.2. Production46 

The Indian cinema industry receives no support or subsidy. Films are 
produced and run in accordance with free market rules. Films’ lifetime on 
screens is often short (one week). 

In 2006, cinema in India obtained “industry” status, allowing it to raise 
finance on the market. Investors are investing in films as they invest in the 
stock exchange, bearing in mind that theatrical exploitation brings in 
immediate receipts due to the importance of releasing, unlike the European 
system. 

With a total of 1,132 Indian feature films in 26 languages certified in 2006, 
up 41 films from the previous year, India remains the film industry with by 
far the highest production output in the world. Films in Hindi accounted for 
22% of total output, followed by Telugu and Tamil films accounting for 21% 
and 13% respectively.  

                                       

 

46
 Focus 2009, World Film Market Trends, European Audiovisual Observatory 
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Despite growing production figures, the Indian film industry sees the need 
for correcting a development which saw production budgets soar mainly 
due to inflated talent costs. As many of these big budget productions did not 
meet box office expectations in 2008 and fresh financing has become 
difficult to raise, production companies are focusing on reducing production 
costs by re-negotiating pay packages for the films’ stars and reducing 
marketing expenditure. While historically talent and key technical cost 
accounted for about 30% of the budget, its share had increased up to about 
75% in past years. 

7.2.3. Distribution and exhibition47 

2008 was considered a somewhat difficult year for the Indian box office, 
with many of the big releases failing to attract enough admissions to recoup 
their high production costs, particularly in the first half of 2008 where the 
lack of high quality films and Indian Premier League cricket matches 
negatively impacted cinema attendance.  

However blockbusters like Ghajini and Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi released in the 
last quarter lived up to expectations and contributions to Indian gross box 
office revenues increased by 12%, reaching INR 80.2 billion (USD 1.8 
billion) in 2008.  

The growth in multiplex screens was considered a major growth driver. The 
first quarter of 2009 saw producers in dispute with exhibitors over re-
negotiating revenue-sharing terms. In order to underpin their demands the 
United Producers Forum declared a strike from April 4 onwards, permitting 
no new releases in multiplexes, which now account for 65% to 70% of 
India’s total box office, and not single screens. To counter the low 
occupancy rate caused by a light release schedule and the sentiment of a 
general economic downturn many multiplex operators significantly reduced 
ticket prices in early 2009. Generally considered rather an e-cinema market, 
India counted a total of 35 digital screens by mid-2008. Piracy is estimated 
to cost the Indian film industry about USD 1 billion a year and remains a 
problem particularly in times of economic crisis. 

 

 

 

7.3. AFRICA 

In Africa two different models of film production coexist: a low-budget, high 
volume industry supported by video sales and a more conventional industry, in 
international terms, based on existing production, distribution and exhibition 
networks.  

                                       

 

47
 See footprint n°2 
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The Nigerian film industry, Nollywood, leads the first model based on video 
production (DVD, VHS and TV) across the continent. Inspired by Nollywood’s 
success, other African countries, like Kenya and Ghana, are increasingly 
producing local low-budget films. 

Film-making in South Africa and Morocco, by contrast, operates in a much more 
structured environment comparable to international film industries. Morocco plans 
to establish itself as a centre for both international and national film productions.  

7.3.1.  South Africa 

South Africa has a growing film industry, becoming internationally 
competitive. Local and foreign filmmakers are taking advantage of the 
country’s locations, low production costs and favourable exchange rate. 
These make it up 40% cheaper to make a movie in South Africa than in 
Europe or the United States, and up to 20% cheaper than in Australia. 

The government has identified the film industry as a sector with excellent 
growth potential. The industry employs around 30 000 people. 

According to the Department of Trade and Industry, South Africa’s 
entertainment industry is valued at around 7.4 billion rand, with film and 
television generating more than 5.8 billion rand in economic activity each 
year 

Historically, the South African audiovisual sector was characterized both 
by isolation and fragmentation. (a “pro-Afrikaners” use of public funding 
has perverted the public funding system) 

In the post-Apartheid South African cinema, film schools have become 
vital to expose students to international cinema and to focus on 
technological, social, aesthetic and political highlights in the development 
of cinema. The South African film industry aims to find an audience and 
struggles against Hollywood domination. 

Cinema admissions and level of local production are still low compared to 
European countries. 

Production and financing opportunities are growing, despite a lack of 
private sector investment in film production. 

However, in South Africa there is no director’s guild or cinema club. 

 

7.3.1.1 Incentives and support 

The state, via the National Film and Video Foundation, the Industrial 
Development Corporation and the Department of Trade and Industry, is 
the chief investor in the local film production industry.  

- The National Film and Video Foundation’s (NFVF) key role 

The National Film and Video Foundation helps the industry to access 
funds, promotes the development of South African film and television 
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audiences, develops talent and skills in the country, with a special 
emphasis on previously disadvantaged groups, and helps filmmakers 
represent and market their work internationally. It also funds training 
and education (allowing bursaries). 

The National Film and Video Foundation is a positive development for 
the industry and has initiated a number of activities and programmes, 
including establishing co-production agreements with the Member 
States of the European Union (with Italy, Germany and the United 
Kingdom) and with Canada. A total of 4 co-production treaties have 
been concluded. Co-productions with international companies result in 
the direct investment of millions of rand into the national economy. 

South Africa also has a memorandum of understanding relating to film 
with India. 

The NFVF supports South African-owned production companies, and 
prioritises projects or organisations of national importance and 
proposals that contain local content and have an empowerment or 
training component. 

Nevertheless, the NFVF has very low funding so that it cannot cover 
the entire training, production, distribution and exhibition needs of the 
film industry. 

As regards as exhibition, cinemas do not succeed in attracting big 
audiences due to several factors including the location of cinemas, lack 
of management skills, low levels of income of potential audiences, lack 
of marketing and a lack of audience development.  

- Industrial Development Corporation 

The Industrial Development Corporation is a state-owned development 
financing institution that seeks to create a sustainable film industry in 
which skills have been transferred to people from groups 
disadvantaged under Apartheid and “home-grown” films are made and 
watched by South Africans. 

More precisely, the IDC’s Media and Motion Pictures Strategic 
Business Unit funds film, broadcasting and post-production projects. By 
June 2008, the IDC had invested more than 500 million rand and 
funded more than 30 films in South Africa. 

- Department of Trade and Industry 

The Department of Trade and Industry offers industry-specific 
incentives to foster local content generation as well as attract 
international productions. The film and television production incentive 
has been recently revised (March 2008) in order to attract more large-
budget overseas film and television productions to South Africa 
(Location Film and Television Production Incentive Scheme) and to 
provide more financial support for locally-owned productions and co-
productions, allowing rebates (South African Film and Television 
Production and Co-Production Scheme). 
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7.3.1.2. The South African broadcasting sector 

Television was introduced in South Africa in 1976 and until the mid 
1990s the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) functioned 
as South Africa’s public broadcaster with a virtual monopoly of 
broadcasting services. The SBC is now the official public service 
broadcaster with the aim of providing protection for local cultures to 
reflect reality from a unique local perspective.  

A free-to-air television station and a private channel have been created. 
Since then, the government has approved three levels of broadcasting 
(public, private and community). 

The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA) 
has taken over the regulation of the broadcasting sector. 

The legislative and policy framework in South Africa is supportive of 
local content. Local content quotas were imposed on broadcasters in 
1977. In addition, producers and broadcasters acknowledge a link 
between broadcasting and development and expect public service 
broadcasting to perform this role. Local content quotas can support the 
development of indigenous film and television industries to the extent 
that they result in an increased demand for local programming, 
promoting the country’s heritage stories. 

South African broadcasters have begun exploring opportunities to 
distribute local productions in the rest of Africa through direct sales and 
a form of bartering, where content is exchanged for advertising airtime. 
This is expected to increase the demand for locally-produced TV 
content. 

 

7.3.2. Nigeria 

7.3.2.1. Film industry 

The Nigerian film industry has emerged as the fastest growing 
sector in the Nigerian economy, with an average annual growth 
of 20% compared to the national average growth rate of 3%. 
The Nigerian film industry is called “Nollywood”.  

It has contributed over USD 100 million to the national 
economy, and has created huge employment opportunities in 
the country.  

In 2005, 872 films were produced in video format, which puts 
Nigeria on an equal footing with India in terms of film production.  

With over 1000 movies produced per year, Nollywood ranks 
among the most prolific industries worldwide in terms of film 
output and employs some 300 000 Nigerians. An average 
feature film takes 10 to 14 days to shoot and costs between 
USD 15 000 and USD 20 000. 
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The Nollywood success model is easy to understand: this is a 
production system based on the use of digital video material, 
reducing production costs. Films are shot on digital video, edited 
on home computers, and most go directly to the home video 
market, generating estimated revenues of USD 250 million a 
year. An average film sells about 40 000 copies, bestsellers 
between 200 000 and 400 000 units. About 65% of the films are 
shot in the English language. While originally targeting the 
Nigerian audience, particularly the 15 million people living in 
Lagos, Nollywood films have become increasingly popular 
throughout Africa and are shown on the growing cable networks 
in the continent. These films meet demand for local stories and 
plotlines that relate to audiences’ everyday lives and reflect an 
unfiltered view of African culture.  

In terms of production volume, the Nigerian film industry is now 
rated 2nd largest in the world48. Nollywood has overtaken 
Hollywood, and closed the gap on India, the global leader in the 
number of movies produced each year (1091 feature-length 
films in 2006). 

However, its share of this huge revenue from global sales is 
estimated at less than 5% for several reasons: 

• The sector remains under-invested; 

• Financial institutions and investors are unaware of the huge 
potentials that abound in the film sector; 

• The industry remains without a blueprint to guide its 
development; 

• The artistic and entertainment components of film remain 
dominant over the business aspect of industry; 

• The lucrative distribution and exhibition sub-sectors of film 
remain unstructured and ineffective, thus limiting the 
attraction of investors to this business; 

• Policies and laws governing the entertainment sector are 
outdated and sometimes overlap and conflict with the laws 
of other states in the Federation; 

• The negative consequences of piracy limit film production 
profitability. 

Government initiatives: 

                                       

 

48
 See UNESCO  Institute of Statistics (UIS), Information Sheet No.1, Analysis of the UIS International 

Survey on Feature Film Statistics, May 2009, (UIS/FF/2009/01) 
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• Reviewing investment policies and laws to make them 
private sector-friendly, and create a level playing-field for 
investors both within and outside the country; 

• Reviewing the National Film Policy; 
• The new emphasis is on creating an enabling environment 

for private sector participation in Nigeria; 

• A professional body, the Motion Picture Council of Nigeria 
(MOPICON), is being established. A steering committee is 
currently working on the Act. It will set standards for the 
industry and check unwholesome and unprofessional 
practices; 

• In collaboration with the Nigerian Copyright Commission, 
the Nigerian Film Corporation is in the process of launching 
a campaign to check piracy and other illegal activities in the 
industry; 

• The Nigerian Film Corporation is also creating awareness 
on issues of rights acquisition and ownership in the film 
sector, which is critical to the development of film as 
business; 

• Based on projections, if the Nigerian film industry should 
reach 60% of its estimated peak, it will generate revenues in 
excess of USD 1 billion from the various business activities 
in the industries. 

 

7.3.2.2. Broadcasting 

Regarding the funding of television and radio broadcasting in 
Nigeria, the Senate last month (April 2009) encouraged the 
development of private TV stations. It called for further 
liberalization of private television operating licenses. The 
funding of the government-owned institutions is not 
encouraging. The Senate emphasizes that by the type of 
funding given to media, a country ensures the further 
development of democracy, information dissemination and 
transparency in government. One Senator advocated 
liberalization of television and radio station licensing in the 
country, and called for increased regulation to ensure adequate 
monitoring of their activities. 

 

8.3.3 Morocco 

Foreign producers’ love affair with Morocco as a destination of choice for 
international productions is a key contributor to the emergence of a 
cinematographic sector in Morocco, becoming a genuine industry and 
material driver of Moroccan economic growth. 
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7.3.3.1. International production shooting location / Tax incentives49 

Film shooting in the studios located in Ouarzazate generates an 
average annual revenue stream of USD 100 millions and 
provides around 3,000 direct jobs plus indirect economic 
activities for around 90,000 people annually. The production of 
cultural goods or services brings a multiplier effect. Each link in 
the production chain needs to be highly developed in the 
country otherwise the multiplier effect may be diminished. 

In Morocco, culture is seen as a resource for local development. 
Thanks to a program established by the “Centre 
Cinématographique Marocain” and the Souss-Massa-Drâa 
Regional Council, the film industry contributes actively to 
economic and social development in the region. Shooting of 
international productions generates more than 90,000 jobs 
(artisans, extras, technicians, engineers, innkeepers, 
shopkeepers, etc.). 

Furthermore, expanding its capacities to host film shooting and 
improving tax incentives has led to a material rise in the number 
of films shot in Morocco. 

7.3.3.2. Support Fund for national film production  

This Support Fund was established in 1980 as an «outright 
grant» support in aid of film productions destined for theatrical 
distribution. The Fund resources essentially consist of: a 
percentage of the tax on advertising, the Fund for promotion of 
national audiovisual landscape, as well as the tax on film 
exhibition. 

                                       

 

49
 Assets and incentives: 

- VAT exemption for all goods and services acquired in Morocco by a foreign company for 

the production of a film; 

- Production costs 50% cheaper than in the United States; 

- Facilities for temporary importations of weapons and munitions for action films; 

- Significant discounts granted on air traffic; 

- International airport operating between Morocco and the rest of the world; 

- Shooting material cleared through customs within a day; 

- Shooting visas granted promptly via the “Centre Cinématographique Marocain”; 

- 3 film studios; 

- Film school; 

- Landscape diversity; 

- Ethnic diversity; 

- Competitive and numerous labour force. The « Centre Cinématographique Marocain » 

requires involvement by Moroccan producers, technicians or actors in films shot on 

Moroccan territory. This requirement is essential in that it fosters both training in new film 

techniques and market opportunities for Moroccan service providers; 

- Human resources: extras, experienced artists, highly qualified technicians. 
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In 2004, the Fund became an “advance against takings”. This 
transition shows the efforts made by the Moroccan audiovisual 
sector and reflects its dynamism. 

The Moroccan cinema industry is now able to prospect and 
negotiate financing and co-production agreements both 
internationally and nationally. Since 1977, Morocco has entered 
into co-production and film exchange agreements with a variety 
of countries: France, Belgium, Argentina, Italy, Canada, Spain, 
Egypt, Tunisia, and countries of the Arab Maghreb Union.  

An annual amount of 60 million dirham (5.3 million Euros) is 
currently allocated to the Support Fund. Government projections 
are that the budget will top 180 million dirham (16 million Euros) 
in the run-up to 2014.  

From 1980 to 2008, 182 feature films have been supported by 
the Support Fund for national film production. All in all, some 
83% of Moroccan feature films have benefited from the Support 
Fund. 

This Fund is certainly helping to maintain stability of national film 
production. 

7.3.3.3. National film production stability 

One key contributor to stable production is the clear fact that 
Moroccan films are seen in Morocco - despite the small number 
of movie theatres (about 73). 

There is an evident need to support the expansion of the 
Moroccan cinema with a genuine action in favour of film theatre 
development. To that extent, the Moroccan government and 
national stakeholders are conducting a major operation to build 
cinema complexes and multiplexes, as well as refurbish existing 
theatres.  

Film production support must be accompanied by dissemination 
plans. Thus, the Support Fund is also dedicated to film festivals. 

 

7.3.3.4. Broadcasting companies’ obligations to invest in national 
audiovisual production  

SRNT and Soread 2M – the leading national broadcasters – 
merged on 15 February 2006.  

Among the requirements, public service obligations aim to 
promote cultural diversity and to encourage national culture by 
fostering creativity. 

30% of broadcasters’ annual budgets must be allocated to and 
invested in national production, Soread 2M’s specific status and 
public service missions as a public service broadcaster are laid 
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down by law. It is therefore required to allocate a relevant place 
to national production in its programming, to strictly respect 
plurality and the principle of independence in its treatment of 
information. 

The end of the State monopoly in the audiovisual sector will 
revitalize the audiovisual sector, benefiting Moroccan producers 
and giving them access to competitive and diversified markets. 

 

7.4. CONCLUSION 

 

The analysis of audiovisual sector in different countries of Africa as well 
as in India shows clearly the diversity of methods and policies dealing 
with audiovisual industry. The different models coexisting combine tax 
incentives, support fund for national films, investment obligations for 
broadcasters, quotas requirements for local content. India and Nigeria 
represent powerful film industries. Moreover, they are largely focusing 
on the production of national films contributing to the promotion and the 
protection of local culture. Other countries are setting themselves apart 
from being attractive and competitive shooting locations, with relevant 
studios. 

The lack of intellectual property protection remains a critical issue. It is 
clear that where a large film production exists, an appropriate and 
effective copyright legislation is necessary. 

 

7.5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

• Whereas regulation and public support for film production, 
distribution and exhibition are essential, a certain degree of private 
investment appears necessary. Caribbean countries shall foster 
and develop private sector investment frameworks, as well as 
public and private partnerships. The lack of private support may be 
prejudicial. 

• The lack of efficient intellectual property rights protection might 
draw our attention. It is obvious that massive piracy restrains 
creativity and innovation in the audiovisual sector and in the cultural 
industries in general. The intellectual property issue must be 
tackled absolutely. It is therefore advisable to launch assessment 
on the copyright protection degree in each Caribbean country and 
on the implementation of existing legislation on intellectual property. 

Furthermore, the absence of audiovisual content protection may 
have a dissuasive impact on the development of private investment 
initiatives. 
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Piracy of audiovisual works affects both international and domestic 
contents. The strength, the steadiness and the influence of national 
film industries depend, amongst others, on the mechanisms 
dedicated to fight against piracy. 

• Encouraging the creation and the promotion of film festivals within 
each Caribbean country and between Caribbean countries 
(Regional festival), enhancing the promotion of each national 
culture. This recommendation is based on the genuine success of 
film festivals in African countries, and in Europe as well, which 
leads to the conclusion that festivals participate in the development 
of the audiovisual sector and in the world wide influence of a 
national film industry. In addition, festivals should encourage and 
increase cinema attendance, which is another key vector of 
audiovisual sector development. It is essential to respect and 
reinforce cultural diversity and local heritage. 

• Tax incentives or tax credits for shooting are purely to stimulate 
local spending and generate jobs for locals. Local crews and 
professionals (technicians, actors, tourism sector...) shall be 
involved in film projects, as far as possible. Regarding touristic 
issue, it is advisable to involve a National Tourism Company – or 
create one, if necessary – in the promotion of international film 
shooting on national territory. This body could be in charge, with 
National Film Commission, of the development and the promotion 
of attractive shooting conditions and/or tax incentives. Moreover, it 
should centre on film projects which use Caribbean’s island location 
as itself. 

• Caribbean countries are encouraged to draw a new model/strategy 
of audiovisual sector development and to elaborate its own virtuous 
circle. 
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8. IMPLEMENTATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON PROTOCOL ON CULTURAL 
COOPERATION  

 

Protocol III is annexed to the Economic Partnership Agreement on Cultural 
Cooperation.  

 

 

8.1. ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Due to the dual nature of audiovisual services (tradable and cultural), 

EU's doctrine is not to take any commitment in this sector at the WTO.  

The architecture of the EPA followed this orientation.  No commitment 

on audiovisual were made in the EPA itself.  All policies objectives 

related to audiovisual (including cinematographic works) are settled in 

the Protocol III on cultural cooperation.  Sources of this protocol are to 

be found in: 

- the ACP Cotonou Agreement; 

- the UNESCO Convention on the protection and the promotion of 

the diversity of cultural expressions. 

 

In the Cotonou Agreement, culture is treated, in a sense of cooperation 

between parties involved and does not address market access for 

cultural products and services. 

 

Article 27 of the Cotonou Agreement states that: 

 

Cooperation in the area of culture shall aim at: 

- integrating the cultural dimension at all levels of development 
cooperation; 

- recognizing, preserving and promoting cultural values and identities 
to enable inter-cultural dialogue; 
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- recognizing, preserving and promoting the value of cultural 
heritage; 

- supporting the development of capacity in this sector; 

- developing cultural industries and enhancing market access 
opportunities for cultural goods and services. 

 

The UNESCO Convention on the protection and promotion of the 

diversity of cultural expressions50 

 

This Convention, adopted in 2005, has for fundamental aim the 

protection and promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions51. 

 

Relevant articles in relation with the Protocol on cultural cooperation 

EU-CARIFORUM are Articles 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16. 

 

� Article 12 focuses on promotion and international cooperation 

between the ways and means to strengthen international 

cooperation.  Article 12, e) is addressing the conclusion of co-

production and co-distribution agreements.  Article 5,2 of the 

Protocol mirrors this provision. 

 

� Article 13 addresses the interesting matter of the culture integration 

in the sustainable development.  The question to achieve a balance 

between cultural development and sustainable development 

                                       

 

50
 For a quick statement on the notion of cultural diversity, see Yvon Thiec's paper on ASEM seminar (15-16 

December 2008) Hanoi, Vietnam "Preserving and promoting the diversity of cultural expressions" 

(www.eurocinema.eu)  

51
 The Convention has been ratified by EU Member States and by EU itself.  This is one of the few international 

convention where the European Union is signatory as such.  This creates direct obligations for the EU (for more 

information, see on www.eurocinema.eu issues on cultural diversity,various legal statements on the Unesco 

Convention on cultural diversity and its implementation in EU legal order). 
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remains open. The better and less project (see chapter 10 - 

Recommendations on the datatabase and follow-up) is a project 

aiming to combine cultural development and sustainable 

development fully in accordance with article 13 and needs full 

support of the EU in compliance with the Protocol 

 

� Article 14 is a very substantive article defining all different issues to 

favour the cooperation for development.  This article is of great 

importance for CARIFORUM countries as it identifies various issues 

to strengthen the cultural industry in developing countries.  The 

Protocol, in a lot of its provisions, is reflecting this article. 

 

� Article 16 – Preferential Treatment for developing countries is to a 

certain extent a cornerstone in the enforcement of the Convention. 

 

"Developed countries shall facilitate cultural exchanges with developing 

countries by granting, through the appropriate institutional and legal 

frameworks, preferential treatment to artists and other cultural 

professionals and practitioners, as well as cultural goods and services 

from developing countries". 

 

Since the Protocol takes into account this "provision" by direct and 

specific reference to the Preferential treatment in its article 5,2, it is 

crucial to comment it here. 
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A substantive commentary of the Preferential Treatment is to be 

found in the draft operational guidelines set up in the framework of 

the UNESCO Convention enforcement52 

 

"Article 16 sets the goal of facilitating cultural exchanges between 

developed and developing countries. Preferential treatment to be 

granted by developed to developing countries, through appropriate 

legal and institutional frameworks, is the tool prescribed by Article 

16 to achieve, inter alia, the emergence of a dynamic cultural sector 

in developing countries and wider and more balanced cultural 

exchanges." 

 

"Article 16 creates an obligation for developed countries in favour of 

developing countries with regard to: 

a) artists and other cultural professionals and practitioners; 

b) cultural goods and services". 

 

"Developed countries shall therefore play a pro-active role by putting in 

place national policies and measures at the appropriate institutional 

level, as well as multilateral, regional and bilateral frameworks and 

mechanisms to implement and operationalize Article 16."  

 

                                       

 

52
 Annex – Decision 2.EXT.IGC.4 – Draft operational guidelines, Preferential Treatment for Developing Countries, 

Article 16 (25 March 2009).  See also the expert's paper presented during the March session of the 

Intergovernmental Committee:  Introductive remarks by Pierre Defraigne in French, UNESCO paper (not quoted). 

M. Defraigne is addressing the UNESCO Preferential Treatment as the "cultural preference" and gives very strong 

imput to this notion.  This paper  needs to be carefully analyzed by developing countries when addressing cultural 

treatment issues. 
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"Developed countries are encouraged to provide opportunities, to 

developing countries, which are beneficiaries in the preferential 

treatment framework and schemes, to articulate their own needs and 

priorities, which should be duly taken into account when putting in 

place such frameworks and schemes. Developing countries are 

encouraged to put in place national policies for the efficient 

implementation of preferential treatment." 

 

"Developed countries should also assist in putting in place national 

policies and measures in developing countries beneficiaries to enable 

them to benefit from an efficient implementation of preferential 

treatment frameworks and schemes."  

 

"Preferential treatment as defined by Article 16 is wider than the 

narrow trade meaning. It is to be understood as having both a 

cultural and a trade component." 

 

"Legal and institutional frameworks that could be used by the 

Parties are organized, as the cases may be, around the following 

dimensions: 

- the cultural dimension; 

- the trade dimension; 

- a combination of the trade and cultural dimensions." 

 

Cultural cooperation is a core element of preferential treatment.   

 

 

8.2. OBSERVATIONS 
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- The Protocol on cultural cooperation fits perfectly with the pertinent 

articles of the UNESCO Convention on the protection and promotion of 

the diversity of cultural expressions.   

 

- The Preferential Treatment also called " cultural preference" is of major 

importance for the CARIFORUM countries in order to take full advantage 

of the Protocol. 

 

- Article 5 of the Protocol on cultural cooperation is concentrating on 

audiovisual, including cinematographic cooperation (see chapter on 

coproduction). 

 

This question has been discussed specifically.  Other points of specific 

interest in the Protocol on cultural cooperation have been identified.   

 

The following table is identifying the different provisions granting them a high 

or mid level importance.   

 

Items in red =  high level importance 

Items in green = mid level importance 

Items in yellow =  provisions not relevant for audiovisual sector. 

 

� Scope of the PCC (article 1):   

 
- Facilitating exchanges of cultural activities, goods and services, including in 

the audiovisual sector (article 1.1). 

 
- Improving the conditions governing exchanges of cultural activities, goods and 

services and redressing the structural imbalances and asymmetrical patterns 
which may exist in such exchanges (article 1) 
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SECTION I – HORIZONTAL PROVISIONS 

 
� Fostering capacities to determine and develop their cultural policies, developing 

their cultural industries and enhancing exchange opportunities for cultural goods 
and services of the Parties, including through preferential treatment (article 2.1). 

 
� Common understanding and enhanced exchange of information on cultural and 

audiovisual matters through an EC-CARIFORUM dialogue (article 2.2) 

 
� Good practices in the field of IPR (article 2.2).  

 
� Facilitate entry and temporary stay in their territories of artists and other cultural 

professionals and practitioners (article 3.1).  Addition to previous schedule / 
complementary questions will be examined (visas). 

 
a) For shooting of cinematographic films or television programmes, or 

 
b) artists and other cultural professionals and practitioners such as visual, plastic 

and performing artists and instructors, composers, authors, providers of 
entertainment services and other similar professionals and practitioners from 
the other Party involved in cultural activities such as, for example, the 
recording of music or contributing an active part to cultural events such as 
literary fairs, festivals, among other activities, provided they are engaged in 
selling their services to the general public or in supplying their services 
themselves, do not on their own behalf receive any remuneration from a 
source located within the Party where they are staying temporarily, and are not 
engaged in the supply of a service in the framework of a contract concluded 
between a legal person who has no commercial presence in the Party where 
the artist or other cultural professional or practitioner is staying temporarily and 
a consumer in this Party (article 3.1. – second item). 

 
� This entry into and temporary stay in the territories of the EC Party or of the 

Signatory CARIFORUM States, when allowed, shall be for a period of up to 90 
days in any 12-month period (article 3.2). 

 
� Facilitate, in conformity with their respective legislation, the training of, and 

increased contacts between artists and other cultural professionals and 
practitioners such as theatrical producers, singer groups, band and orchestra 
members, authors, poets, composers, sculptors, entertainers (article 3.3)53. 

                                       

 

53
 The list of interested people in a) b) c) d) e) doesn't cover AV 
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� Technical assistance in the development of their cultural industries, development 

and implementation of cultural policies, and in promoting the production and 
exchange of cultural goods and services. (article 4.1). 

 
� Support, through different measures, inter alia, training, exchange of information, 

expertise and experiences, and counseling in elaboration of policies and 
legislation as well as in usage and transfer of technologies and know-how (article 
4.2) 

 
� Facilitate the cooperation between private companies, nongovernmental 

organisations as well as public-private partnerships (article 4.2.). 

 

SECTION 2 – SECTORAL PROVISIONS 

 

Article 5 – Audiovisual, including cinematographic, cooperation. 

 
� Encourage the negotiation of new and implementation of existing co-production 

agreements between Member States of the EU and CARIFORUM States (article 
5.1.) 

 
� facilitate the access of co-productions between producers of the EC Party and 

producers of CARIFORUM States, including through the granting of preferential 
treatment, and facilitating support through the organisation of festivals, seminars 
(article 5.2.) 

 
� Co-produced audiovisual works shall benefit from the preferential market access, 

qualification as European works (Article 1(n)(i) of Directive 89/552/EEC. (article 
5.2. a). Conditions are fixed on Article 5.2 a) (1-2-3). 

o undertakings owned directly or by majority participation, by a EU 
Member State or a CARIFORUM State  

o director(s) or manager(s) of the coproducing undertakings have the 
nationality of a EU Member State and/or of a CARIFORUM State; 

o financial contributions of both Parties involved (taken together), need 
to raise 80% of the budget (max) or 20% minimum of the total 
production cost. 

 
� Monitoring the implementation of paragraph (a) and report any problem (article 

5.2.b) 

 
� Preferential schemes for the promotion of local or regional cultural content are 

established by one or more CARIFORUM States - > extension to the works co-
produced between producers of the EC party and of CARIFORUM States (article 
5.2.c) 

 
� Use of international and regional standards in order to ensure compatibility and 

interoperability of AV technologies (article 5.3) 
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� Facilitate rental and leasing of the technical material and equipment necessary 

such as radio and television equipment, musical instruments and studio recording 
equipment to create and record AV works (article 5.4) 

 
� Facilitate the digitalisation of audio-visual archives in Signatory CARIFORUM 

States  (article 5.5) 

 
� Encourage the promotion of each Party as a location for the purpose of shooting 

cinematographic films and television programmes  (article 6.1) 

 
� Allow the temporary importation to carry out the shooting of cinematographic films 

and television programmes (article 6.2). 

 

 

Other sectoral provisions are not relevant for AV sector. 

Article 7 – performing artists 

Article 8 – Publications  

Article 9 – Protection of sites and historic monuments 

 

 

As far as most of the provisions are comprehensible, they do not need to be 

commented here. 

 

If CARIFORUM countries agree with the red, green and yellow hierarchy, they 

should fully have in memory the various provisions described here when 

discussing with EU Member States on the achievement of the Protocol as 

these various provisions are a "tool box" they need to refer to get facilities, 

advantages, commitments from EU countries to enforce their cultural and 

audiovisual resources, remembering that reference to Article 16 of the 

UNESCO Convention creates an obligation for developed countries in favor of 

developing countries. 

 

This report is addressing a number of recommendations directly fit having in 

mind the various provisions enumerated in the Protocol on cultural cooperation 
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and articles 14 to 16 of the UNESCO Convention on the protection and 

promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions.   

 

For instance, the request for technical assistance (article 4.1) as systematically 

enforced – if done on a right way – is a time/experience/cost efficient vehicle to 

help CARIFORUM countries to identify their needs in regulation, exchanges, 

training, market opportunities. 

 

We will conclude with some observations on article 3 of the Protocol on 

cultural cooperation.  Article 3 – Artists and other cultural professionals and 

practitioners – is of special importance 

 

"1. The Parties …. shall endeavour to facilitate… the entry into and temporary 

stay in their territories of artists and other cultural professionals and 

practitioners: artists, actors, technicians and other cultural professionals and 

practitioners involved in the shooting of cinematographic films or television 

programmes".  "This entry into and temporary stay shall be for a period of up 

to 90 days in any 12-month period." 

 

This provision is coherent with Article 5 (improvement of coproduction between 

CARIFORUM / EU producers).  Creative activity in audiovisual sector means 

concrete participation to pre-production, production (shooting), post-

production. Facilitation of entry at temporary stay is a legitimate measure to 

give  concrete form to such collaboration. 

 

States parties on both sides are fully committed to respect the provision here 

described as it is a substantial commitment in the Protocol. 

If necessary, we recommend both parties and their artistic resources, 

beneficiaries of this provision to build an assessment system to verify cases in 
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which facility on entry and temporary stay was manifestly subordinated to 

disproportionate administrative exigency by the country of destination. 

 

 

8.3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

This Protocol on cultural cooperation between CARIFORUM countries and EU 

countries is directly inspired by the UNESCO Convention on the protection and 

promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions and especially articles 12, 13, 

14 and 16.   

 

Article 16 – Preferential Treatment – also called the cultural preference, 

creates an obligation for developed countries in favor of developing countries 

with regards of artists and other cultural professionals, practitioners and 

cultural goods and services.  In the framework of the enforcement of the 

different provisions of the Protocol on cultural cooperation, CARIFORUM 

countries need to have constantly in mind these provisions while cooperating 

with other parties (the EU and its Member States) to implement the Protocol.  

Various recommendations are proposed in this report, related to audiovisual 

sector and services, reflecting the spirit of the Protocol on cultural cooperation 

but also of the UNESCO Convention on the protection and promotion of the 

diversity of cultural expressions and its Article 16. 

 

Article 3 of the Protocol on cultural cooperation is of major importance since it 

offers entry and temporary stay in both signatories parties territories, to allow 

collaboration or creative works. 

 

States parties on both sides are fully committed to respect the provision here 

described as it is a substantial commitment in the Protocol. 
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If necessary, we recommend both parties and their artistic resources, 

beneficiaries of this provision to build an assessment system to verify cases in 

which facility on entry and temporary stay was manifestly subordinated to 

disproportionate administrative exigency by the country of destination. 
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE DATABASE AND FOLLOW-UP 

 

9.1. DATABASE: A WAY TO ENFORCE THE AUDIOVISUAL REGIONAL DIMENSION. 

 

The request to create a database received strong support from Caribbean 

professionals.  The current facing audiovisual sector in Caribbean countries 

situation is characterized by an enormous fragmentation since the various 

centers of audiovisual activities54 are not connected to each other and are not 

in regular contact.  Most of the professionals of one country don't know 

professionals of other countries and have few opportunities to meet55.  

  

The database needs to be first a "who is who" of the Caribbean audiovisual 

sector.  The first goal of the database is to be a meeting place to enforce 

collaboration and exchange, and to share competency with professionals from 

other countries that are lacking in the country of origin.  To be efficient, the 

database must carefully identify each professional and each different job in the 

value chain of the audiovisual sector.  A person who is producer and film 

director needs to be identified twice.  The same when a person is a script 

writer and film maker.  For each entrance, a short bio mentioning experience of 

the person needs to be joined.  It would be even of big interest to attach (as it 

would be an attractive database) moving pictures of last works done (a small 

extract of the works).  To be attractive, the database needs to be regularly 

refurbished and completed by pages on recent information on Caribbean 

audiovisual sector56. 

                                       

 

54
 The identified centers are:  Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, Saint Lucia, Jamaica, Santo Domingo and to a certain 

extent, Belize. 
55

 The film group in Barbados invites other films makers during the Film Festival in June, each year. 
56

 There is actually an extremely damaging lack of information between professionals.  
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Links with other sources must be done.  For Europe, the access to the 

Cineuropa57 (http://cineuropa.org/)  , the database KORDA58…..(others)   

 

This database intends to be an incubator to enforce the links between the 

profession on a regional basis.  Film commissions and film offices need also to 

participate, being identified in the database but also offering interactivity to 

address information on the new development in the respective countries. 

 

Professional's request for a database aiming at enforcing the relationships at 

regional level is a first step to cooperation at regional level but is not sufficient.  

Some other ways to enforce regional cooperation are identified here. 

 

- Need to create a board representing the audiovisual sector at regional 

level; 

- Regular meetings of the board to enforce regional cooperation; 

- Cooperation of public authorities in order to enforce audiovisual at 

regional level, on the example of regional coordination in South 

America (see Specialized meeting of Cinema and Audiovisual 

Authorities of MERCOSUR (RECAM - Reunião das Autoridades 

Cinematográficas e Audiovisuais do Mercosul) aiming at linking the film 

sector in MERCOSUR59  

 

                                       

 

57
 Cineuropa is a good entrance (and free) to have news and information on cinema from a European point of 

view.   
58

 The European Audiovisual Observatory's public funding database KORDA http://korda.obs.coe.int aims to 

provide companies with increased opportunities to generate diversified and innovative European audiovisual 

content. The service is designed to help to identify the most appropriate funding programs for your organization 

and your projects.  The two main target groups for the database are i) creative and production professionals ii) 

fund-administrators and policy-makers. 
59

 http://www.recam.org  
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Two reflexions aiming at enforcing the regional cooperation in 

audiovisual need to be proposed: i) the creation of centers "of 

excellence" and ii) the "better of less" initiative. 

 

9.1.1  Centers of excellence 

 

The current situation is that each country "specialized" in audiovisual in 

the Caribbean region is assuring the different functions of the 

audiovisual chain, from education and training to production. 

 

Education and training of future scriptwriters, film directors or producers 

is an activity that requires specific expertise and quality standards.  It 

would be commendable to propose to create in one of the Caribbean 

countries, a school dedicated to audiovisual and film training, as a 

center of excellence in education and vocational training, opened to all 

CARIFORUM countries residents who want to specialize in audiovisual 

media. 

 

Production is a complex activity, running from pre-production 

(development scriptwriter to production and post production).  A center 

of excellence for post production and editing, settled in another country 

of the CARIFORUM would be a great achievement to enforce 

competence and technological resources.  High speed cable network 

would made possible connections between production zone and 

postproduction centers.  Post production is more than a artistic activity.  

A technical activity requires some technical devices and technologies 

that a center for excellence will afford. 

 

Other centers of excellence could be defined: 
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- A yearly film festival gathering all visual productions, together 

with a film market60and also being a meeting point for EU-

CARIBBEAN professionals; 

- A center of excellence providing technical devices (lighting, 

camera…) on the model of Canada61  

 

All these different centers of excellence will intervene at a point of the 

value chain of audiovisual production and distribution and will foster the 

regional integration. 

 

 

 

9.1.2.  The "Better or Less" project 

 

New countries need to imagine new patterns when achieving a 

business sector.  In the audiovisual sector, replication of the US model 

is impossible (even for Europeans) due to the exorbitant cost of the 

works produced in US.  But for most emerging countries, including 

Caribbean countries, even European audiovisual economical model 

remains unaffordable due to the production and distribution costs, even 

if it is still cheaper than the US one.   

 

Without going to the other extreme, Nigeria – where medium cost for a 

video is 20.000$ (but the quality is under normal standard) – creates an 

economical and technical model enforcing the quality, the style of 

                                       

 

60
 See e.g. Buenos Aires Film Market as announced during the Cannes Film festival (May 2009) 

61
 For creation of these centers of excellence, technical assistance of EU under the PCC may be 

required.  
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works "made in C" , but without replicating the dissuasive cost of 

"western" film industry is highly commendable. 

 

The Better should identify: 

- Better technical conditions; 

- Better education and training; 

- Better access to technical devices; 

- Better cluster of technicians; 

- Better cluster of artists; 

- Better post-production; 

- Better distribution; 

- Better marketing; 

- New financing model. 

 

The Less should be identified: 

- Less low quality works; 

- Less works without markets; 

- Less works without development; 

- Less works without enough investment; 

- Less works unknown. 

 

This initiative is deeply linked with increasing regionalization of 

audiovisual sector and creation of centers of excellence.  The crossing 

of Better and Less data could conduct to a new pattern of development 

for audiovisual content. 

 

This initiative is also driven in the line of article 13 of the UNESCO 

Convention to combine cultural development and sustainable 
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development and needs major support from CARIFORUM and EU 

countries in order to define a sustainable economic model for 

Caribbean audiovisual sector, major condition to secure a long term 

development62 

 

 

 

 

9.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The database on artistic and technical human resources related to audiovisual 

Caribbean sector is a prerequisite. 

 

To be successful, the database needs to be: 

� attractive (moving pictures) 

� precise and concise (standardized CV of various stakeholders) 

� up-to-date 

� be interactive with various other web information networks in Europe, 

Latin America, US and Africa. 

 

BUT, the database is not sufficient in itself. There is an urgent need to 

accelerate integration of audiovisual resources at regional level. 

                                       

 

62
 On the major problem facing audiovisual development in South countries, see Pierre Sauvé's introduction to the 

UNESCO's report on Trends in audiovisual market, regional perspectives from the South (2006): "The economic 

and regulatory analysis of cultural industries remains complex and data, whether on market trends or on 

regulatory regimes, is largely deficient, especially in developing countries".  
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Two initiatives need to be launched: 

 

1)  The creation of centers of excellence: 

- Center aiming to identify a few strategic activities in the value 

chain of audiovisual; 

- Center of excellence for education and training  

- Center of excellence for post-production and editing 

- Center of excellence based on a yearly films festival and 

market, meeting place for EU-Caribbean professionals. 

- Center of excellence for rental and lending of technical devices 

(camera, lighting, …). 

 

2) The Better and Less project 

 

 Emerging new models of financing and producing audiovisual content 

need to be created.  Under the patronage of appointed experts and with 

technical assistance under the Protocol on cultural cooperation, a 

specific pattern of development of audiovisual content production 

needs to be envisaged in order to build an audiovisual production 

sector able to amortize and to be remunerator. This is of importance 

since US and EU contents patterns are financially unaffordable.  

 

This initiative is also driven in the line of article 13 of the UNESCO 

Convention to combine cultural development and sustainable 

development and needs major support from CARIFORUM and EU 

countries in order to define a sustainable economic model for 

Caribbean audiovisual sector, major condition to secure a long term 

development. 
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10. SET  of  RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

Recommendation n°1: Public policies in the field of audiovisual 
assessment. 

 

A first recommendation would be that a systematic assessment of public 
policies in the framework of audiovisual sector will be conducted as a first step 
in the field of regulation.  This examination is necessary to fit the necessary 
adaptation of regulation in the audiovisual sector to get a chance to build an 
industry here.  Although, more work needs to be conducted, this report will 
propose some set of regulatory measures. 

 

 

Recommendation n°2: Join Europa Cinemas 

 

A similar initiative to promote Caribbean and European theatrical film exhibition 
should be taken under a purpose-designed EU program.  One possible 
solution would be for a group of theatrical exhibitors duly identified in 
CARIFORUM to join the Europa Cinemas initiative as a specific branch. 

However, since it is not the purpose of this study to pinpoint the theatrical 
market in CARIFORUM, a careful status assessment of theatrical distribution 
is needed as regards the number of screens, ownership, attendance by the 
local public, level of presence in local films and professionalism of theatrical 
exhibitors. 

 

 

Recommendations n°3: Quotas 

 

3.1. Technical assistance on opportunity and desirability of audiovisual local 
quota is required before taking any decision aiming to enforce any 
public measure. 

 

3.2. PTAR (Prime Time Access Rule), as a regulatory model used for small 
market TV station could be an alternative to a quota system 
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3.3. These two recommendations need to be assessed in the framework of  
recommendation 1 (public policies in the field of audiovisual 
assessment)  

 

 

Recommendations n°4: Public and commercial broadcasters 

 

4.1. Public broadcasters appear not only to be broadcasters but also 
investors and even producers or co-producers of audiovisual content.  
The need to enforce the public broadcasting system in Caribbean 
countries is a major issue and a precondition to develop an audiovisual 
industry. 

 

4.2. Local commercial networks need to be developed and encouraged but, 
in exchange of a license; they need to do their best efforts to invest in 
local audiovisual industry. 

 

4.3. Caribbean countries need to implement obligations for broadcasters, 
cabling distributors, webcasters to invest a percentage of their turnover 
in audiovisual content production.  The law needs to fix precisely the 
conditions of such investments: 
- The rate on annual basis; 
- The beneficiaries (independent audiovisual content producers); 
- The material (feature films,  and TV series, documentaries, 

cartoons, …). 
- The eventual return on investment for investors (rights to get the 

broadcasting right for a fixed period); 

 

4.4. Technical assistance from EU to assess and implementation of such 
obligations are required (see recommendations on technical 
assistance). 

 

4.5. Creation by law of a body (center for cinema funding) dedicated to the 
administration and control of funding by broadcasters 

 

 

Recommendation n° 5: Tax incentives 
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Incentives based on tax breaks are a commendable solution to be 
implemented in some Caribbean countries.  Technical assistance from EU is 
requested to identify countries having the adequate profile to enter such legal 
commitments and to implement them 

 

 

Recommendations n° 6: Co-productions 

 

6.1. Caribbean countries need to take full advantage of the provision in the 
Protocol on Cultural Cooperation that gives Caribbean works co-
produced with European producers full access to the European 
television and online markets (Caribbean works equated to European 
works under certain conditions). 

 

6.2. Links between audiovisual producers and both sides need to be 
developed to take full advantage of the Protocol’s preference 
provisions. 

 

6.3. The granting of preferential treatment is a simple conduit for developing 
bilateral co-production agreements between EU countries and some 
Caribbean countries. 

 

6.4. Thought should be given to a Caribbean audiovisual fund for intra-
Caribbean and EU-Caribbean co-productions. 

 

6.5. Technical assistance under the PCC and possibly financial assistance 
for the creation of the Caribbean Audiovisual Fund is called for. 

 

6.6. A EURO-CARIBBEAN Festival should be staged as a regular meeting 
point for human and artistic resources and also reciprocal exchanges 
and access to audiovisual works. 

 

 

Recommendation n°7: Audiovisual observatory 
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To build an audiovisual observatory for CARIFORUM countries aiming to 
collect and share the information on audiovisual production, TV broadcaster, 
local audiovisual market, legal development and public policies in 
CARIFORUM countries. 

 

 

 

Recommendations n°8: Southern experience in film and audiovisual 
development 

 

8.1. Private investment in audiovisual sector. 

 

Whereas regulation and public support for film production, distribution 
and exhibition are essential, a certain degree of private investment 
appears necessary. Caribbean countries shall foster and develop 
private sector investment frameworks, as well as public and private 
partnerships. The lack of private support may be prejudicial. 
 

8.2. Fair implementation of copyright. 

 

The lack of efficient intellectual property rights protection might draw 
our attention. It is obvious that massive piracy restrains creativity and 
innovation in the audiovisual sector and in the cultural industries in 
general. The intellectual property issue must be tackled absolutely. It is 
therefore advisable to launch assessment on the copyright protection 
degree in each Caribbean country and on the implementation of 
existing legislation on intellectual property. 

 

8.3. Fight against piracy. 

 

Furthermore, the absence of audiovisual content protection may have a 
dissuasive impact on the development of private investment initiatives.  
Piracy of audiovisual works affects both international and domestic 
contents. The strength, the steadiness and the influence of national film 
industries depend, amongst others, on the mechanisms dedicated to 
fight against piracy. 

 

8.4. Creation and promotion of film festivals. 
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Encouraging the creation and the promotion of film festivals within each 
Caribbean country and between Caribbean countries (Regional 
festival), enhancing the promotion of each national culture. This 
recommendation is based on the genuine success of film festivals in 
African countries, and in Europe as well, which leads to the conclusion 
that festivals participate in the development of the audiovisual sector 
and in the world wide influence of a national film industry. In addition, 
festivals should encourage and increase cinema attendance, which is 
another key vector of audiovisual sector development. It is essential to 
respect and reinforce cultural diversity and local heritage. 

 

8.5. Shooting location. 

 

Tax incentives or tax credits for shooting are purely to stimulate local 
spending and generate jobs for locals. Local crews and professionals 
(technicians, actors, tourism sector...) shall be involved in film projects 
shooting, as far as possible. Regarding touristic issue, it is advisable to 
involve a National Tourism Company – or create one, if necessary – in 
the promotion of international film shooting on national territory. This 
body could be in charge, with National Film Commission, of the 
development and the promotion of attractive shooting conditions and/or 
tax incentives. Moreover, it should centre on film projects which use 
Caribbean’s island location as itself. 

 

8.6. New model of audiovisual development 

 

Caribbean countries are encouraged to draw a new model/strategy of 
audiovisual sector development and to elaborate its own virtuous circle. 

 

Recommendations n° 9: Protocol on cultural cooperation 

 

9.1. Cultural Preference. 

 

Article 16 – Preferential Treatment – also called the cultural preference, 
creates an obligation for developed countries in favor of developing 
countries with regards of artists and other cultural professionals, 
practitioners and cultural goods and services.  In the framework of the 
enforcement of the different provisions of the Protocol on cultural 
cooperation, CARIFORUM countries need to have constantly in mind 
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these provisions while cooperating with other parties (the EU and its 
Member States) to implement the Protocol.  Various recommendations 
are proposed in this report, related to audiovisual sector and services, 
reflecting the spirit of the Protocol on cultural cooperation but also of 
the UNESCO Convention on the protection and promotion of the 
diversity of cultural expressions and its Article 16. 

 

9.2. Entry and temporary stay 

 

Article 3 of the Protocol on cultural cooperation is of major importance 
since it offers entry and temporary stay in both signatories parties 
territories, to allow collaboration or creative works.  States parties on 
both sides are fully committed to respect the provision here described 
as it is a substantial commitment in the Protocol.  If necessary, we 
recommend both parties and their artistic resources, beneficiaries of 
this provision to build an assessment system to verify cases in which 
facility on entry and temporary stay was manifestly subordinated to 
disproportionate administrative exigency by the country of destination. 

 

 

Recommendation n°10: Database and follow-up 

 

10.1. The database on artistic and technical human resources related to 
audiovisual Caribbean sector is a prerequisite. 

 

To be successful, the database needs to be: 
- attractive (moving pictures) 
- precise and concise (standardized CV of various stakeholders) 
- up-to-date 
- be interactive with various other web information networks in 

Europe, Latin America, US and Africa. 

 

10.2. BUT, the database is not sufficient in itself. There is an urgent need to 
accelerate integration of audiovisual resources at regional level.  A first 
step would be to create centers of excellence and a specific model of 
audiovisual development adapted to Caribbean characteristics  
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10.3. Centers of Excellence 

 

Creation of centers of excellence such as: 
- Center aiming to identify a few strategic activities in the value 

chain of audiovisual; 
- Center of excellence for education and training  
- Center of excellence for post-production and editing 
- Center of excellence based on a yearly films festival and 

market, meeting place for EU-Caribbean professionals. 
- Center of excellence for rental and lending of technical devices 

(camera, lighting, …). 

 

10.4. The Better and Less project 

 

 Emerging new models of financing and producing audiovisual content 
need to be created.  Under the patronage of appointed experts and with 
technical assistance under the Protocol on cultural cooperation, a 
specific pattern of development of audiovisual content production 
needs to be envisaged in order to build an audiovisual production 
sector able to amortize and to be remunerator. This is of importance 
since US and EU contents patterns are financially unaffordable.  

 

This initiative is also driven in the line of article 13 of the UNESCO 
Convention to combine cultural development and sustainable 
development and needs major support from CARIFORUM and EU 
countries in order to define a sustainable economic model for 
Caribbean audiovisual sector, major condition to secure a long term 
development. 
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Summary of Recommandations 

 

 
• Make a systematic assessment of public policies in the framework of audiovisual 

sector (as a first step in the field of regulation). 

 
• Join the European network "EUROPA CINEMAS"  through the MEDIA programme 

 
• Make an assessment on opportunity and desirability of audiovisual local quota 

(before taking any decision aiming to enforce any public measure) 

 
• Make an assessment on opportunity to implement the Prime Time Access Rule 

model for small market TV channels  

 
• To strengthen the public broadcasting system in Caribbean countries by 

implementing obligations for broadcasters, cabling distributors, webcasters to 
invest a percentage of their turnover in audiovisual content production.  

 
• Local commercial networks need to be developed and encouraged but, in 

exchange of a license, they need to do their best efforts to invest in local 
audiovisual industry. 

 
• Implement incentives based on tax breaks  

 
• Take full advantage of the provision settled in the Protocol on cultural cooperation 

that gives Caribbean works coproduced with European producers a full access to 
the European television and online market (Caribbean works assimilated to 
European works under certain conditions). 

 
• Develop relationships between audiovisual producers on both sides to take full 

advantage of the preference settled in the Protocol on cultural cooperation. 

 
• Develop bilateral co-production agreements between EU countries and some 

Caribbean countries thanks to the Preferential Treatment provision  

 
• Consider the creation of a Caribbean Audiovisual Fund for co-productions 

between Caribbean countries on one side, and between Caribbean countries and 
EU countries on the other side  
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• Request technical assistance (and possibly financial assistance) under the 
Protocol on cultural cooperation to the creation of the Caribbean Audiovisual Fund 
is requested. 

 
• Consider the organization of a EURO-CARIBBEAN Festival as a regular meeting 

point for human and artistic resources and also reciprocal exchanges and access 
to audiovisual works. 

 
• To build an audiovisual observatory for CARIFORUM countries aiming to collect 

and share the information on audiovisual production, TV broadcaster, local 
audiovisual market, legal development and public policies in CARIFORUM 
countries. 

 
• Caribbean countries shall foster and develop private sector investment 

frameworks, as well as public and private partnerships. The lack of private support 
may be prejudicial (Whereas regulation and public support for film production, 
distribution and exhibition are essential, a certain degree of private investment 
appears necessary). 

• Launch an assessment on the copyright protection degree in each Caribbean 
country and on the implementation of existing legislation on intellectual property 
(taking into account that massive piracy restrains creativity and innovation in the 
audiovisual sector and that the absence of audiovisual content protection may 
have a dissuasive impact on the development of private investment initiatives). 

 
• Encouraging the creation and the promotion of film festivals within each Caribbean 

country and between Caribbean countries (Regional festival), enhancing the 
promotion of each national culture. 

 
• Involve a National Tourism Company – or create one, if necessary – in the 

promotion of international film shooting on national territory. This body could be in 
charge, with National Film Commission, of the development and the promotion of 
attractive shooting conditions and/or tax incentives. Moreover, it should centre on 
film projects which use Caribbean’s island location as itself 

 
• Caribbean countries are encouraged to draw a new model/strategy of audiovisual 

sector development and to elaborate its own virtuous circle. 
• Create a database on artistic and technical human resources related to 

audiovisual Caribbean sector.  To be successful, the database needs to be up-to-
date, precise, attractive, and interactive with various other web information 
networks in Europe, Latin America, US and Africa. 

 
• Accelerate integration of audiovisual resources at regional level 

 
• The creation of centers of excellence (develop) 
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• The Better and Less project (explain) 
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